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United Press International In Our 91st Year Murray, Ky., Thursday Attt-rnoon, January 15, 1970 10. Per Copy Vol. LXXXXI No. 12
MAKING OF A MUSICIAN — Murray State University music department faculty member Leon-
ard Whitmer (far left) joined Dennis Taylor (center), principal of Murray's Carter Elementary
School, and Phillip Shelton (far right), bend director at Murray High School, to discuss initia-
tion of an orchestra program for the Murray City school system's fourth and fifth grade stu-
dents. With Manner, Taylor and Shelton are Carter Elementary fifth grade beginning violinists
Cathy GourinAloft), daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Odhsgiegrisk.and Emily Byre (right). deuobler of
Or. and Mrs. James Byrn. Under the proposed plan, the Murray school will provide a rehearsal
place for the orchestra program, with Murray State providing the Instruction for the first two
years. Photo by Wilson Woolley
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Thanks to Mrs. Lawrence tor
her nice words.
Cooked an egg the other morn-
ing that turned out differently
from any we have cooked be-
fore. Some of the white drop-
ped in the skillet end we had
moose difficulty getting the rest
of the ben fruit out of the
shell. This white had almost
catered before we managed to
pour cast the rest of it. This
aim* male a Vero tilVonaM tea
egg with the bottom cooked
more than the rest. GUOSS it
yes alright however since it
Weed ok.
Ilanald Churchill has not smok-
ed since ifel.
At the ?Weal Court meeting
yeeterchry and we believe test
the preeent four member court
will be less cumbersome. We
think that business should be
handled with snore expediency.
Nice editorial in the Identelder
Post about Will Frick Steely.
Here it is.
"Seating of Dr. W. Frank
Steely apiece the ether college
Mid university preaidents as sn
ex-oeficio member of the Come
oil on Public Higher Education
ie a further step of recognition
of the reality of NKSC.
"And on his first meeting day
with other members, be won the
Council's approved of a requeat
for funds to pity for the plan-
(Cealiernd 40.1141111a Right)
Organization Of
String Classes To
Begin Here Monday
Organization of violin eiasees
in the Murray elementary scho-
ols will begin Monday (Jan. 19),
according to Richard W. Far-
rell, chairman of the music de-
partment at Murray State Uni-
versity.
John Tellaisha, nationally
known string clinirian, will be
in Murray In help organize the
string program, which has been
started by the Murray State mu-
sic department in conjunction
with the Murray city school sy-
stem.
Says Farrell of the orchestra
prnersm, "This undertaking can
do much to enrich the present
music program in our schools
and help to make Murray a
mare outstanding system."
The first classes will concen-
trate on the fourth and fifth
grade pupils at Austin, Carter,
and Robertson Schools. These
same pupils will be given class
Instruction each following year
with the goal of establishing an
ore hestrs.
Next year, and each follave
the year, the fourth grades in
Murray will be started and will
Include vioen, viola, cello, and
string bass instruction.
By the time the students
from these classes are in their
last year of junior high school
a small orchestra should be" a
reality. The orchestra should
then continue to increase in
number until the present fifth
graders are high school seniors.
Farrell says that the univer-
sity is pleased to be able to
offer this service. Murray State
will provide the instruction for
the first two years, while the
Murray schools will provide re-
hearsal places.
Local Draft Boards Are Asked
To Stay Bebt30 In January
By DARRELL GARWOQD
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Selectiviererviceilas asked the
nation's 4,000 local draft boards
to try to stay within the first 30
lottery numbers in filling
January induction quotas.
With the draft at a compara-
tive low of 12,500 men for this
mouth, a spokesman said that,
barring exceptional circumstan-
ces, not more than 1-12 of the
366 draft numbers should be
needed.
so far, me spokesman said,
only a few boards have gate
beyond No. 30. One/ report 40
headquarters was that an
Illinois board had no men
available for draft !rah a
lottery number lower than 278,
but it was not known whether
this man was inducted.
The state directors have been
asked to cooperate in making it
possible for local boards to
'defer their quotas until later in
the year when men with low
numbers are not available.
The hope at headquarters is
that induction quotas for the
ftret half of this year can be
filled without using more
30.numbers in any month. This
Would mean-that, through June,
there would be no draftees with
Umbers above 1110,
In JuIy, Selective Service
officials believe, most draft
boards could start over using
Nos. 1-30 again because of
deferments expiring at the end
of the school you'.
The total of potential draftees
to become available through
expiring deferments in 1970 is
estimated at 350,000, and could
equal the pool of nolideferred
men who will be available for
draft at midyear. The nonde-
ferred pool of draft eligibles
now is estimated -at 500,000
men, but the Defense Depart-
ment believes that 290,000 of
these will volunteer during the
year. This would leave 210,000
available for induction. Some
among the expiring deferments
will also volunteer, -but- the
percentage may be lower,
eurrent shortages of men
eligible for draft are mostly in
neighborhoods where the per-
centage of college "attendauce is
very high and almost all 19
year olds are entitled to
deferments.
Selective Service officials
believe the same neightor-
els, if permitted toepestpone
quotas witty this year., will be
able to recover next summer
because of their predictable
larger-than-erttioary &telexes. of
expiring deferments.
Nixotasks
For More
Budget Cuts
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pres-
ident Nixon has told his budget
writers to make some more deep
cuts in spending 
' 
apparently
in an effort to head off the need
for a tax increase this year.
The presidential order pro-
bably dooms any substantial new
programs. It could intensify
the Democrats' election year cri-
ticism of the priority the GOP
administration places on educa-
tion, welfare and urban probbe
MS.
With Nixon scheduled to give
his State of the Union message
to Congress Jan. 22 he and a
small staff flew to Camp David,
Md., Wednesday to spend much
of the rest of the week there in
final preparation.
White House Press Secretary
Ronald Ziegler said Wednesday
Nixon had ordered Budget Direc-
tor Robert P Mayo to make
"further substantial cuts."
Ziegler refused to say how
much the tentative budget total-
ed and how much Nixon wants
cut. eiegler said a day earlier
the budget would show a sur-
plus.
Other administration sources
said the budget, the first prepar-
ed from scratch by the Nixon
administration, still will top $200
billion for the first time 'tells-
tory. Theee sources said the
cuts probably would be counted
"in the billions, not the millio-
Theee were indications last
week the budget would total about
$205 billion, with anticipated re-
venue as much as $5 billion less.
Following Nixon's budget cut
order, one source said the chan-
ces of a tax boost had been
lessened considerably.
Traffic Halted On
Icy -Of
U.S., way 641
Traffic on an icy stretch on
U. S. Highway 641 about 3/4
mile north of the Murray Me-
morial Gardens was halted last
rube about 11:30 p. m.
Deputy Sheriffs Calton Mon
and Maurice Wilson were
caffed to the scene after tOWF
can had gone into the ditch
after hitting the ice covered
highway.
The deputy sheriffs called
wrec.kers to the sceme and also
called the highway department
to put cinders on the stretch of
the trIghway. .
Water had rue off a hill onto
the "highway making a solid
sheet of ice foe about fifty
yards. The deputy sheriffs halt-
ed traffic in the area until the
highway department had placed
cinders on the road.
TREATED AT- HOSPITAL
,
Tresa eridges, age five; el
Alma Route One was treated at
the emergency room of the
County Hospital
on Wednesday at 9:05 p.„
She 'was' repReed injured In a
car accident.
Mrs. Marjorie Huie
To Attend Kentucky
Bank Women Meet
Mrs. Marjorie Huie, assistant
Vice-president of the Bank of
Murray, will attend the meeting
Of the keatucky Group of the
Haticeal Associatice of Bank-
Women, Inc., scheduled for the
weekend of February 7-8 at the
Ramada Ina at Paducah.
The local tank executive has
served as chairman of the Ken-
tucky Group, Miss Joaquin Sel-
tr,er, vice-president of a tank
at Paducah, is in charge of the
arrangements.
The theme of the meeting will
be "The Seventies -,Decade of
Change" with appracimately 100
Kentucky women bank officers
expected to attend.
Dr. Robert B. Siviey, director
of psychology service and acting
executive director of the Penny-
royal Regional Mental Health
Center at Hopkinsville, will be
the featured speaker at a lunch-
eon February 7 at the Contin-
ental Inn. His topic will be "The
E'sfelMIllfetif anersoeser cr an-
Other speakers at the meet.-
ing will be Speaker of the Ken-
tucky House of Representatives
Julian M. Carroll and Dr. John
A. Weod, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Paducah.
Mrs. Elizabeth 13. Rogers, p?-
esident of the Kentucky group
and vice-president of the Farm-
ers Bank and Trust Company,
Princeton, will preside at the
meeting.
Special guest will be Mrs.
Juanita G. Summers, southern
regional vice-president for 1969-
70 of the National Association
of Bank-Women Inc. Sise is vice-
president of Brookhaven Bank
and Trust Company, Brookhaven,
Miss.
Proposed Bill Would Grant Voting
Voice To Faculty And Student Reps
04 Governing Board Pf University_
Measure Is
Sponsored
By Hubbard
Vandalism To Girl
Scout Cabin Is
Reported To Police
Vandalize to the Girl Scout
cabin in ihe Murray City Part
ham been reported to the Mur-
ray Police Department.
The police report mid that
windows had been broken sad
leeks had been broken on the
doors_
Girl Scout officials said that
the windows had been replaced
after anothoF act of vandalism,
and they had been broken a-
gain during the holiday vacation
period. The doors were left
Mrs. Gene Lovins
Is Hazel Speaker
Mrs. Gene reavins will be the
guest speaker at the meeting
of the Hazel Woman's Club to
be held tonight (Thursday) at
seven p.m. at the club room.
The speaker is a social work-
er with the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Mental Health Center here.
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, presi-
dent, ale urges all members to atte-
nd.
Motorists Asked
Not To Block
titi" with the heaters in the Traffic On Streetstill ea.
GameeptH=In.Johnson
eeened
Miss Gayle Marie Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Westly Johnson of Hazel,
has been accepted for admission
at Freedliardeman College for
the fall term beginning in Sep-
tesnber, 1970.
Gayle Marie will be a grad-
uate of Calloway County High
School and plans to major in
preolursing at F-HC. ,
Freed-Hardeman College is a
fullyeemeditied liberal sets-
Chief of Police James Brown
reminded motorists in the area
of Carter rismitrotary School
when the school dismisses in
the afternoon, to not park in
the middle lane of South 13th
Street
Brown mid persons may park
on each side of the street to
wait for their children. South
13th Street is one way going
south and Irvin is one way go-
ing north.
These one way streets were
set up to try to alleviate the
traffic congestion at the school
each afternoon when parents
come for their children.
Chriellee jleeke 
college 
found-' Lee Is Promoteded Henderson, Tennessee, in
1908. In Oklahoma City
Calloway County Red Cross
thapter Has Quarterly Meet
The Board of Directors of
the Calloway County Red Cress
Chapter met Tuesday in the
jury roan of the courthouse
for the quarterly meeting with
Lester Nanny, Chairman, pre-
siding. Ruth Cole, secretary,
and Sid Easley, treasurer, pre-
sented their respective reports.
Jean Blankenship, chapter
xecutive, gave a detailed re-
port of office activities, stating
Unit 78 military and 20 veteran
eases had been processed..-......
She reported that citizens of
the county had actively parti-
cipated in various programs for
the benefit of servicemen at
Christmas. Over 200 gift bags
were mailed to Viet Nam, and
56 gifts, 15 pounds of fruit-
cakes, cases of popcorn, tooth-
paste and other supplies were
taken to Ft. -Campbell Military
Hospital.
Letters of appreciation frain
recipients_ of "ditty bags" in
Viet Nam were read. Several
local citizens who included
their name and address have
7eceived thank you letters from
-verseas serviceman, Mrs.
i Blankenship noted, and the re-
creation supervisor at Ft. Camp-
bell has expressed appreciation
to the Calloway Chapter and
cPartiu:.IPating individuals and
The adult education courses,
First Aid, Water Safety, Home
Nursing, and mother pod Baby
Care, continue at the univer.
oily, and for the public when
Mrs. Sortie Elkins Cooper of
1104 Dunlap, Paris, Tenn., died
Wednesday at 8:45 a. m. at No-
bles Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She
was 81 years of age.  
Funeral services will be—held
Friday at two p. m. at LeDor
Chapel, Paris, Tenn., with Bro
Herold Smotherman officiating
Burial will be in Walker Ceme-
tery with the arrangements by
the Ridgeway Morticians, Paris.
Tenn., where friends may call.
She was born July 15, 1888 in
Calloway County, Ky., the dau
ghter of the late John A. Eli D
Ins and Martha Dunn =into.-- 4
She was married Oct. 3, 1911 to
Porter Cooper and he preceded
her in death in 1955. She was
a member of First Methodist
Church.
Surviyors include her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Merrell Coleman with
whom she made her home, 'el:
son, J. L. Cooper of Pans; one
sister, Mrs. Mary Crawford td
Paris; one brother, Elbert Elk-
ins of Paris; eight grandchil-
dren and four great grandchil-
dren. A son, Trentan4Cooper,
preceded her in destheib 1982.
Retarded Children
Association Meets
The Calloway County Assoc
Union for Retarded Children
will meet Tuesday, January 20,
at 7:30 p m ,et the Robertson
School.*
ioettiteembers iolere;terl's are urged 111,attend.ihe
meeting.
Dimes March
Is Underway
In County
  "Seleineife6 uncovering mete
and more ways to prevent birth
defects," said Mrs. Harold Rob-
ertson, 1706 Miller, 1970 March
of Dimes campaign director.
"The future holds more promise
than ever before for parents."
Her statement set the spirit
for the opening of the March
of Dimes annual fund-raising ca-
mpaign from January 2 through
February 1.
"A New Year always means
renewed enerev." she remarked.
long drive. After centuries of
neglect and indifference, the
fight against birth defects is
taking on new dimensions."
Mrs. Robertson explained that
a new vaccine can eliminate the
tragedies of Rh disease. The ru-
ebeila. Tuella has the potectiai
to mark the beginning of the end
for afflictions traced to German
measles when contracted during
pregnancy. Pediatric surgery is
another weapon in treating birth
handicaps.
For more than a decade, The
National Foundation- March
Dimes has been leading a natio°.
wide effort in the prevention and
rehabilitation of birth defects.
It has established a nationwide
network of 111 Birth Defects
Centers and conducts numerous
programs in professional
public health education.
Paris Youth _Enters
Gusity-PWsk. Murder
PARIS, Tenn. (UPI) — Bobby
Joe Ledlow, 16, pleaded guilty
Wednesday to murder charges
In' exchange for a 10-year pro-
bation sentence in the stab-
bing death last August of Rob-
ert L. Wilson.
"The state cannot see any
great good that would come to
this community by locking this
man up," said District Attorney
General W.R. Kinton in ao-
cepting the plea. "If we did that
we might be sacrificing another
human life."
Circuit Judge Richard Jer-
man told a jury he believed
the move was proper and re-
commended that the sentence
for second degree murder be
fixed according to the state's re -
commendation.
Jerman then turned to Ledloi
and told him the choice "is up
to you. You can either make
something of yourself or you
cannot." Jerman ordered the
youth to remain in his brother's
home an not to return to his
parents' home.
Ledlow told the court he re-
membered stabbing Wilson. a
boarder, at his parents' home
last Aug. 10, but he said he was
drunk at the time.
Mrs. Bertie Cooper
Dies Wednesday At
Nobles Hospital
-
Mrs. Kat* Wade •
PlIeBee Away -At
Pans, tom
illsttie Wade, age GC
wife of R. P.- Wade of Parts.
Tema, died Wednesday. She
died at the Henry County Gen-
eral Hospital', Paris, Tenn., af-
ter suffering a heart attack.
Survivors are her husband
F. P. Wade; four daughters,
Ars. Addle Elmore of Memphis,
Tenn., Miss Novena Wade of
Woodstock, Ga., Mrs. Estella
Map of 'Paris, Tenn., and Mrs
Bektres BaressIt of Carpenters
valet 111.: five sons. J. p. end
Clifford of Paris, Tenn., Res-
ter. of Detroit, Mich., J. -D. of
and Via-die of Sue-
hewn, -Tenn.; sister, ..Mrs. Uois
Ise Ross of Big Sandy, Tenn.,
Virgil Vaughn of Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
nday at 12:30 p. m at the
Ridgeway - Pare.
Burial wilLhania-the Mt.
Carmel Cemetery neer Big
Sew*. Teen
there is substantial interest for
a class.
Juanita Lynn, Chairman of
Volunteers, reported that 44 uni-
formed Volunteers were Pres-
ently donating time it the Mur-
ray-Calloway County: Hospital
and Convalescent Wiest includ-
ing several new members.
Chairman Nanny announced
plans toward filling the vacan-
cies of 1970 Fund Drive Chair-
(Continued on Pegs Ingle)
-&out Leaders To
Meet On Tuesday-
The Murray eirl Scout Neigh-
borhood will meet on Tuesday,
January 20, at 9:30 a. m. at
the home of Mrs. Alfred Lind-
sey, 203 North 8th Street.
All leaders are urged to be
present to discuss plans con-
cerning the coming Girl Scout
cooky sale.
James E. Lee, eon of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Lee of Oklahom.a City,
Okla., formerly of Murray, has
been promoted to vice-presklent
and mortgage leas officer ate
the City National Bank & Trust
Company, Oklahoma City.
Lee is a graduate of Oklahoma
City University and joined City
National in 1961. lire first went
to Oklahoma City in 1932 when
he attended Masson High Scho-
ol and returned to that city in
1958 to join the American Mort-
gage & Investment Company.
Prior to joining the bank, Lee
had served for two years with
Midland Mortgage Colimany at
Oklahoma City.
SORORITY PLEDGE
Debbie Jones of Murray is
currently pledging Alpha Sigma
Alpha social sorority at Murray
State University.
Miss Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvis E. Jones of 820
Sha Wa Circle, is a freshman
home economics major at Mur-
ray State. She will be initiated
into Alpha Sigma Alpha in Feb.
Measure Regulating Certain
Sunday Sales On House Floo
By CHARLES PENTECOST'
FRANKFORT,  Ky.
Twenty-four bills were introduc-
ed in the State.House of Repres-
entatives Wednesday, including
one regulating certain Sunday
sales and activities.
The 29 bills represented the
largest number introduced in a
single day in the House, the House
Wednesday also p edjs seco-
nd bill ofthi'1970iesiitin, House
Bill 15, which pCovides standards
for persons driving hired vehio-
leset and, reduce the permitted
age- of operators of passenger-
carrying vehicles from 21 to 18.
e 'Note approving the bill
was 91 to 3. —..
Speaking on behalf of the bill,
introduced by Rep. Glenn White,
D-Winchester. was Rep. Mrs.
Nell .G. McNamara, fl-Mount St-
erling. She said the bill would
help eirevide needed employme-
niece teen- aged youths.
- Also passed Wednesday by the
House 92-1, was House Resolu-
tion 6, directing the Legislative
ReSearch COMM (utc) to
conduct a comprehensive study
of the statutes governing cities,
the reste41bn was introduced
by Rep. Peter Cotm, Ihhouls-
vele.
.ieeleileelesedho_90rthil edUclir
newsman My. Wag-.14aiggy.-0
Frankferte took up the tirse 40
minutes of Wednesday's House
session.-
Gov. Louie B. itlatti, Lt. Gov.
Wendell He Forourt of-Ap-
peals Judge James Milliken and
House Speaker Aran Carroll,
D-Paducah, all lauded Bailey'
years of service.
Nunn announced he had named
Bailey an "outstanding Kentuck-
ian."
House Bill 91. introduced•Wed
(Continued on Pale -
Shrine Club Will
Meet On Saturday
The MurrareCalloway County
Shrine Club will have its regu-
lar monthly meeting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. William
E. Moffett, Panorama Shores,
oh Saturday, January 17.
A potluck supper will be serv-
ed et 6:30 p. m. by the women.
Fc•Ikviarig 'the busineas meeting
a social hour will be held.
NOW YOU KNOW
By United Press' International
The hog-nosed snake, a sire
isterelooking but harmless rep-
tile of North. America. -rolls
-osser-on ita biellnead-Jeigoindea.
th if it fails to frighten enem
ies by its cobra-like appearance
By GLEN CARPENTER
FRANKFORT, Ky. Off — The
General Amenibly has been ask-
ed to 'fellow in the footsteps of
Its predecessor by giving Ancient
and faculty representatives on
state college and university gov-
erning boards a voting voice.
Senator Carroll Hubbard, a
3-year-old Democrat from May-
field netted -the- esti 'Wednesday
in the form of proposed legisla-
tion which would grant voting
rights to the faculty and sin
dent representatives.
'With the student turmoil
across the nation an avid con\
trast to the responsible behav-
ior of Kentucky students, let us
recognize and put to good use
this mature responsibility at
our young people," Hubbard
said in an address accompany-
ing the introduction of his bill.
It Vas co-sponsored by Republi-
can Clyde W. Middleton.
The 1968 session of the Gen-
eral Assembly approved legit-
(Continued on Page Eight)
92 Year Old
Man Succumbs
Wednesday
Ira C. Lassiter of Hazel Route
One was claimed by death Wed-
nesday at 1:15 p.m. at the Henry
County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
Mr. Lassiter was 92 years of
age. His wife, Mrs. Minnie Lassi-
ter, preceded him in death in Jan-
uary of 1964.
He was born December 11,
1877, in Calloway County and
his parents were the late Jessie
Lassiter and Elizabeth Coleman
Lassiter. He was a retired far-
mer and a member of the Hazel
Church of Christ.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Euin (Mary Pearl) Dick,
South 15th Street, Murray; three
sons, J. C. Lassiter of Nashville,
Tenn., Herman Lassiter, Hazel
Road, Murray, and Ray Lassiter
of Hazel; three half sisters
' 
Mrs.
Dorothy Oliver and Mrs. Claud
(Hattie) Myers of Hazel and Mrs.
Resford (Eva) Canon, Poplar Str-
eet, Murray; seven grandchild
ren; nineteen great grandchild-
ren; one great 'great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bill Johnson and H. R,
Winchester officiating:
Serving as pallbearers Will be
his grandsons, Harley Roberson,
Joe Dick, J. D. Lassiter, Max
McClure, Lubie Roberts, and Bob
Pickard.
Interment will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with the arr-
angements by the Blalock-Cole.
man Funeral Homeahere flee.
ds may call. - -
WEATHER REPORT
United '1'..•• IntarsatIonal
West...Kentucky: Partly cloudy
and warmer today and tonight.
Friday mostly cloudy and mild.
High today in the 50a, low to-
night in the middle 304 to low
40s, high Friday in the 50s
Wind light southeast, becoming
southerly 10 to 15 miles per
hour this afternoon and toeight,
Showers ending arid turning
colder Saturday.-- '
KtiltuckY Lake, 7 teem. nil,
up ,0.1; below dam 304.7, .down,
4.0, two gates open.
Barklec Lake, 7 a. m. 355.6._
up 0.1; below dam 315.5, down_ ••
1,11,
Sunrise 7:00; sueset-5:413. -
-rlesetreltsqltiiinesiae.----estoszer:.
essweggiewomewsw;
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Nixon Plan To End
War Is Gaining
President Nixon will soon have been in office
for one full year. And although he has suffered
some setbacks, his program appears to be
working. And it looks like he has the support of a
vast majority of the people.
His plan for withdrawing America from
Vietnam, beginning with U.S. troop withdrawals
at regular intervals and "Vietnarnizing" the war
is visibly working. Many signs point to this.
A I ciAn lei for the Washington Post, recentl'
toured all of South Vietnam, including seviral
days in the Mekong Delta, the Southui most
populous area and long the home of the Vietcong _
movement. He said he walked and drove -
unarmed through areas that an Amiercan would
not have entered without a company of soldiers
when Presidents Thieu and Nixon met last Juno
at Midway. "Three months ago we would have
been called crazy even to think about driving on
this road," he said, and indicated that he was
now privileged to walk in peace on land that the
government in Saigon never controlled until this
summer.
Other reports from South Vietnam give
hopeful signs that the pendulum is beginning to
swing in the direction of the Thieu government.
Latest U.S. figures claim 89 per cent of the South
Vietnamese people were living under "relatively
secure" control of the government as of last
August 31.
President Nixon has weathered the storm of
protests over his announced Vietnamese
policies, and is proving his critics wrong. He
refused to listen to demonstrators in the streets
last fall when they demanded that all American
troops be brought home at once. And at the same
time, he refused to be swayed by the demands of
President Thieu that American troops in South
Vietnam be stepped up rather than reduced.
The President likewise refused to be
influenced by such critics of his Vietnam policy
as Tennessee's senior Senator Albert Gore, who
prematurely and mistakenly charged that
President Thieu was calling the shots on
American policy in Southeast Asia. He didn't
listen either to the ravings of Senator Fulbright,
Senator McCarthy and some others, who, it
appeared, were trying to make political hay out
of the war. As a matter of fact he just let them all
talk themselves out on that political limb
together.
And now other critics are beginning to
acknowledge that President Nixon is getting
somewhere. Former vice-president Hubert
Humphreys said Monday in an exclusive UPI _
interview carried on this newspaper's front page
that Nixon's plan is working on the nose, and
predicted that most if not all of our combat
troops will be out of Vietnam before the end of
1970.
The Nashville Tennessean, perennial Nixon
2ritic and foe of any Republican President,
acknowledged in its lead editorial this Sunday
that Mr. Nixon's "biggest accomplishment was
that of beginning de-escalation in Vietnam. . .
and hopes for Vietnamization of the conflict."
Presidenatticon, though possibly lacking the
flair and appeal of a Kennedy or a Johnson, has
worked quietly and resolutely and with
determination to solve some of the problems he
inherited from his predecessors. And he is
getting results' 
Ten Years Ago Today
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Schools Flunk Report Exposing
Dropouts, Discipline and Crime.
THE LEDGER & TIME, — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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  WASHINGTON (UPI): A Senate sub-
committee study says violence has in-
creased so much in big city schools
that learning has taken a backseat to
the problem of maintaing order. Three-
quarters of the teachers in East St.
Louis, 111., it says, carry guns for pro-
tection.
A gaff member disputed as a myth
the idea that school violence fre-
quently has racial overtones. In most
instances, he said, blacks attack blacks
and whites attack whites. The staff
pointed to the breakdown of home and
church influence as a factor for the
Upsurge in school violence.
The report, prepared for use by
Sen. Thomas J. Dodd (D., Conn.). at
hearings into the problem by his Sen-
ate subcommittee on juvenile delin-
quency, also accuses principals of try-
ing to cover up violgnce in their Is.
Hiding the facts ttly- encoura es
troublemakers, it says.
"THE DROPOUT who returns to his
old school to destroy it" because he
"harbours a deep fury against the
school which, through lack of disci-
pline or lack of interest, has rejected
him" has become a chief source of
'violence, the report said.. - - — -
It .said a survey showed. a 25-fold
increase in reports of violence caused
by dropouts, with the number of in-
stances growing from 142 to 3894 in
four years in 110 surveyed school dis-
tricts.
• **ail:4)4MM,
The report said homicides in the
110 school districts rose from 15 In
1964 to 26 in 1968: forcible rapes from
51 to 81; robberies from 396 to 1508;
aggravated assaults from 475 to 680;
burglaries and larcenies from 7604 to
14,102; vandalism eases from 186.184
to 250,544: weapons offenses from 419
to t089 narcotics violations from 73
to 854; drunkenness from 370 to 1035;
asaults on teachers from 25 to 1801;
asaults by students on students from
1601 to 4267, and students 'expelled for
Incorrigibility from 4884 to 5190.
"Harassed by parents, teachers, stu-
dents and putsiders, the school prin-
cipal and indeed the entire school sys-
tem in many 'cases has,reduced teach-
ing to the keel of keeffing discipline,"
Dodd said.
Moreover,- Dodd said, "in many
cases, school systems have entirely
glees up On the enforcement of disci-
pline . if there are no rules, then
no rules need to be enforced.
."THERE IS INDEED some evidence
that schools and society, without actu-
ally being aware of it, are giving up
on a very large number of young peo-
- pie for whom apparently very little
has been done.'
From the hearing may come a con-
troversial proposal .to provide federal
funds for special schools which would
enroll the trouble-prone and the emo-
tionally disturbed children.
 AMEN,
Deaths reported are Mrs. John Key, age 87, and Joseph Walker
Montgomery, age 97.
Marine Sgt, Harry L. Hughes, _son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hughes, was promoted to his present rank 4n December while
serVing at Camp Lejeune, NC,
J M. Marshall has been named president of the Dees Bank of
Hazel.
Bible Thought for Today
• RE that tatetli his brother a inilarkness, and walked' in darktiVss,
and knn/mtb ISA wItIther he gçeth. — 1 John 2:11. •
Jesus aid:. "t am the Ughrorthe malt he that followeth me
'gluilifitit w21111F111111631. Tend rtitt'--
MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS,
National Institute
of Mental Health
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D.
Director •
TEEN-AGE DRUG
LSE RESEARCH
IS VITAL
If we are ever. to solve the.
problem of drug abuse in our
youngsters, it critical for us
to focus on and try to solve
the root causes of the problem.
Among these root causes is
the matter of "alienation."
Behavioral scienugs use the
term "alienation" to describe
the gap in communicating with
and understanding one another
these days.
It has been applied portico+
larty to the feeling Soo many,
youngsters seem to have abotik
, the older generation. It hat-
been- onpressed- in the. term
coined by youth: "Don't trust
anyone over 30."
Alienation has also been de:
scribed as "rebellion without a
cause . . . rejection without a
program . . . a refusal of what
is without a vision of what'
should be."
This. ,really is nothing new.
Lapses in communication be-
tween generations were noted
by Greek philosophers over
.2,000 years ago. We had our
.own "lost generation of the:
1920's" and the -"'silentlenera,
non of the 1950'1."
But the problem today ap-
pears wider, deeper, and more
diffuse 'Ian at any time in our
history. It affects the rich and
the poor, the college student
and high school dropout, the
urban and Me rural youngster
• Some 'youngsters who feel
ne 
,attoilitriodet .to -tn.
try to change an unacceptable
world consciously choose to
alter their .own by taking drugs.
This is why research is so
important. Research is the only
way to get information we do
not now have, new methods of
preventing drug abUse, and new
ways of bridging the alienation
This is why the NIMH is
strongly supporting a broad pat-
tern of scientific investigation
in teen-age drug problems.
More than half of all the
fresh water in the world lies
within Canada.
Educational
Television
Schedule
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION
WKMU, Channel 21, Murray
Program Listings
Week of January 19, 1970
MONDAY—January 19
3:00 Spanish Orientation: Level 1
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
You And I - "Pets & Pals"
5:25 Agriculture Extension
5:30 What's New
6:00 The Advocates
7:00 World Press
8:00 N.E.T. Journal
TUESDAY —January 30
3:00 Spanish Orientation: Level
11
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
400 Sesame Street
5:00 TV Science: "The Science of
Animal Skeletons"
5:30 What's New
6:00 Joint Venture
6:30 Making Things Grow
7:00 The Show
8:00 N.E.T. Festival: Solti on
Conducting
WEDNESDAY—January 21
THURSDAY — JANUARY 15. 1970
FRIDAY --January 23
3:00 Efficient Reading
3:30 bdisterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sign-Off.
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
American History - "Industra-
lism"
5:25 Agriculture Extension
5:30 What's New
6:00 Efficient Reading
6:30 Folk Guitar
7:00 Washington Week in Review
7:30 NET Playhouse A Song o
Summer
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
Getting up nights, burning, frequent
or scanty flew, leg iv BACKACHE
may was;ti of functional killney dts-
orriere-- 'Danger 
“ 
Give • hit
Aida. gentle NUMMI (take eel, 3
tat. • deg), FLUSH KIDNEYS, RE-
GULATE PASSAGE. Your 411. bock
0 not phased in 12 hours. NOW at
Holland Drug Ca.
ILIUM EVEILY GRAYS
Since len
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
/ARMORIALS
Porter White - Massager
Ill Maple St. 753-2512
01.717111:-/
Today thru _Sat.
BUPPI(E LYEEY Hun
CaleWIMIFICT
ras from WARNER MKit-SOBI WS
3:00 Guessing Patterns: Teacher
Orientation
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
400 Sesame Street
5:00 K entuc)q-History
5:30 What's New
6:00 Fersyte Saga • "A FluaKy
Wedding"
7:00 To Save Tomorrow
7:30 Book Beat
8:00 French Chet Meringue
Dessert
8:30 PANMED: Dialogue Of Life
THURSDAY —January 22
3:00 Joint Venture
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
Th. Tonnessoo Valley Authority offers for sal* two
tracts of standing, marked hardwood timber containing
an *Olmsted 5111,0011 bawd feraL The Iinober is locoed
In Land Botwoon the Lakes. One tract Is in Trigg Coon-
ty, Kentucky, approximately 5 miles south of Golden
Pond, Kentucky; the other tract Is in Stewart County,
Tonnossere, approximately 5 miles northwest of Dover,
Trinnossosi.
Sealed bids will be 'received by the Forest Management
Section, Land Betwen the Lakes, Tennesse Valley Au-
thority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 am., Central
Standard Time, January 2'7, 1970.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned tim-
ber should contact the above office. Office hours are
7:00 am. to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid
forms and detailed information may be obtained from
the forester in charge, Land Between the Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky, telephone number (area code 502) 924-
%02.
40
2.0 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIKES FILE
Mrs. Nannie GarLInd, age 76,t. died Januar) 13 at her home
on Kirksey Route 'Iwo
Mrs. Thomas Parker, president, presided at the meeting of
the Advisory Council of the Calloway County Homemakers held
January 11.
Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Workman, 801
Sycamore Street, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Norsworth) of
Murray.
In high school basketball Murray Training beat Hazel 43 to 42,
Murray over Ilayfittld 58 to 28, and Hardin over Almo 47 to 38.
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Thursday Jan. 15,
the 15th day of 1970 with 350 to
follow.
The moon is in its first
quarter.
The morning stars are
Mercury, Venus and Jupiter.
The. evening stars are Mars
-and Saturn,
On this day in tristory:
In 1831 the first practical
locomotive built in America
made its maiden run over the
Charleston and Hamburg Rail-
road in South Carolina.
In 1922 the Irish Free State
was born—
In 1965 British Prime Minis-
ter Winston Churchill went into
a coma from which he never
revived. He died Jan.-23.
In 1968 nearly 300 persons
died in earthquakes in western
-Sicily.
A thought for the day: Ralph
Waldo Emerson said, "The
highest compact we can make
with our fellow man is 'Let
there be truth between -us
for ever more.' "
Today thru Wed.
James Bond iOi-
isback! -
ALB/PT P SALijiAA
r.""'
ON HER MAJESTY'
SECRET SERVICE"
PANAVISION' TECHNICOLOR
United Artists
COMING THUR , JAN. 22
**FUNNY COIL"
MURRAY
11111111.2‘111 -isa TIPIRATIRK
A dot on the map
A motion picture
as pie as history
— — — P. U -S —
• JACK— SUSAN
LORD • STRASBER
THE obwE
OF -Per
coif
aka
a.
The Jackson- Purchase Historical Society
Jackson
Purchase
SESQUICENTENNIAL
EDITION
MAY-1E PURCHASED-NOW-AT THE OFFICEOF
LEDGER & TIMES
BOUND COPIES. . $2" UNBOUND COPIES $14
The Jackson PUMPS** Historical Society has gathered_
material -10t this Edition for many months Many
people throughout the area contributed material
Time del not,permit the use of some material which
the Soeiett hopes te use at a later date This 124 page
. Edition is in newspaper Om With advertising from
r
wee businesies Several hundred pictures and several
hundred thousand weeds are used in the edition tij
tell a portion of the history of this eight county area
Much of the material it new and the entire edition it
the largess volume in one edition covering the
-^".• ibureisost over compiled
_
A part of the revenue trent the sale of the Edition
will ,be given as the Jackson Purchese Historical
Society to assist them in their continuing their efforts
to *thin and **serve the history of the Jackson
Purchase. This newspaper appreciates the tremendous
work of .the Historicist Society in. the unusual
undertmg;g. Alicro-fdm, armies of Om Edition as wed
as bound copies will beiaresented to area libraries for
use as thew counties by, inleremed student and
WiSterians The Society appreciates the public's
otintebuteins to the •Editton-ent reldett that io7ne. 1
the material afas doe oat to be incorporated in •
.. pm:ATRIUM 
Bell And 1
Balloting I
CANTON, Ohio (UPI)
backers Bobby Bell of
City and Nick Buonic
Boston and Miami Ii
balloting for the de/0W
of the All-Time Ar
Football League teat
flounced by the Pro F
Hall of Fame.
Bell and Buoniconti
unanimous selection t
vote each in the belle
AFL members of the
Fame's Board of Sel
climaxing the league's
this year with the
Football League,
Weeb Ewbank, coach
New York Jets, was nan
coach in the 10-year his
the AFL in a three-wa)
with Sid Gillman of Sat
and Hank Stram of
City,
The team, along wi
offensive team whict
announced Wednesday,
Casper And
Littler Hea
Phoenix Fii
PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPI:
of pro golfs wealthiest
tioners. Billy Casper an
Little, head a field
today in the first round
$100,000 Phoenix Open.
Casper, 38, boom
second pro golfer in hist
earn more than a '
dollars at this game *
took the $20,000 first p:
the Los Angeles Opel
Sunday. He stands No, 2
all-time money-list right
Arnold Palmer.
Little, 39, one of Caspe
competitors since they
kids together in San
stands No, 5 on the lig
$637,000 tolls credit.
Others shooting to
$20,000 top prize it
tournament at the
Country Club include (
Moody, the H.S. Open
pion; Hale Irwin, 24, Bi
Colo., who was beati
Casper in a playoff a
Angeles; Frank Beard,
money-winner with $175,0
year; and other promineo
such as Dave Stockton
Floyd, Lee Trevino, Ket
Bruce Crarnpton, Charli
ford, Dick Lots and CI
Rodriguez,
Lotz, 28, Hayward,
1962 California state SI
champ, ran away with
dual honors and moo
Wednesday's pro-amatetu
lude.
He shot a 33-31— 64,
under par which is 36-35
this tight course, Lot,
seven birdies and'ao bogi
his card. He sank birdti
as long as 30 and 20..,-,Iet
Sport
By MELTON RICHNL
UPI Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS (
Lennie and Johnny are rl
and although neither wot
a word before, one of the
the entire story now.
"It got so bad the
before the game, we we
two old ladies MAK -
some sleep. We had&
sleeping pills."
That's Johnny talking.
Johnny Robinson, I
City's right safety, who
with quarterback Lennie
son and probably is his
friendlier' the ball club.
Thal film shared the
room here this past
particularly Saturday nig]
night before the Super
Game with the favored
sota Vikings when E
couldn't sleep because
combination of circumst
including the fact his flan
been bandied about
gambling Investigation,
Robinson couldn't becal
torn rib cage made it se
was trying to get comic
atop a picket fence.
Ribs Hurt Too Much
"I usually don't take sl
pills," Johnny Robinson
"but my ribs were hurt
bad the night before the
I li to,
Lennie , Dawson told
roOmie he was up all Mgt
When Robinson got up'
hotel room Sunday moral
was raining outside.
Curiously, his roomie,
sometime during the Me
a
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1 Bell And Buoniconti Lead
Balloting For AFL Defense
CANTON, Ohio (UPI)-- Lin
backers Bobby Bell of Kansas
City and Nick Buoniconti of
Boston and Miami led the
balloting for the defensive unit
of the All-Time American
Football League team an-
nounced by the Pro Football
Hall of Fame.
Bell and Buoniconti missed
unanimous selection by one
vote each in the balloting o
AFL members of the Hall o
Fame's Board of Selectors
climaxing the league's merge;
this year with the National
Football League.
Weeb Ewbank, coach of the
New York Jets, was named top
coach in the 10-year history of
the AFL in a three-way battle
with Sid Gillman of San Diego
and Hank Stram of Kansas
City.
The team, along with the
offensive team which was
announced Wednesday, will be
Casper And
Littler Head
Phoenix Field
presented at the league All-Star
Game Saturday in Houston. The
game will represent the final
AFL event before the merger
goes into effect.
The A-t'Ime AFL defensive
team, with teams played for
and number of years in the
league, is:
Ends, Jerry Mays, Dallas and
Kansas City (9), and Gerry
Philbin, New York (6).
Tackles, Tom Sestak, Buffalo
(7), and Houston Antwine,
Boston (9).
Outside linebackers, Bobby
Bell, Kansas City (7), and
George Webster, Houston (3).
Middle linebacker, Nick Buo-
niconti, Boston and Miami (8).
Cornerbacks, Dave Grayson,
Dallas, Kansas City and Oak-
land (9), and Willie Brown,
Denver and Oakland (7).
Safeties, Johnny Robinson,
Dallas and Kansas City (10),
and George Salines, Buffalo
(7).
Second team:
Ends, Roland McDole, Hous-
ton and Buffalo (8), and RIO
Jackson, Oakland and Denver
(4).
Tackles, Buck Buchanan,
Kansas City (7), and Tom
Keating, Buffalo and Oakland
(5).
Outside -Hnebeekers,
Stratton, Buffalo (8), and Larry
Grantham New York (10).
Middle linebacker, Dan Con-
ners, Oakland (6).
Cornerbacks, George Byrd,
Buffalo (6), and Miller Farr,
Denver, San Diego and Houston
(5).
Safeties, Ken Graham, San
Diego (6), and Goose GOOSM1).
lin, Denver (7).
PHOENIX, Aria. (UPI)- Two
of pro golfs wealthiest practi-
tioners. Billy Casper and Gene
Little, head a field of 144
today in the first round of the
$100,000 Phoenix Open.
Casper, 38, became the
second pro golfer in history to
earn more than a million
dollars at this game when he
took the $20,000 first prize in
the Los Angeles Open last
Sunday. He stands No. 2 on the
all-time money-list right behind
Arnold Palmer.
Little, 39, one of Casper's old
competitors since they were
kids together in San Diego,
stands No. 5 on the list with
$637,000 tolls credit.
Others shooting for the
$20,000 top prize in this
tournament at the Phoenix
Country Club include Orville
Moody, the U.S. Open cham-
pion; Hale Irwin, 24, Boulder,
Colo., who was beaten by
Casper in a playoff at LOS
Angeles; Frank Beard, No. 1
money-winner with $175,000 last
year; and other prominent pros
such as Dave Stockton, Ray
Floyd, Lee Trevino, Ken Still,
Bruce Crampton, Charles Sit-
ford, Dick Lots and Chi Chi
Rodriguez.,
Lotz, 28, Hayward, Calif.,
1962 Callfornia state amateur
champ, ran away with indivl-
dual honors and money in
Wednesday's pro-amateur pre-
lude.
He shot a 33-31- 64, seven
under par which is 36-35-71 on
this tight course. Lotz had
seven birdies andlno bogeys on
his card. He sank birdie putts
as long as 30 and 2,04eet.
Hagan Resigns
DALLAS (DP Cliff Hagan
resigned Wednesday as coach
of the Dallas Chaparrals of the
American Basketball Associa-
tion "because of a difference in
coaching philosophy with the
team's owners."
The former Kentucky and St.
Louis Hawks star, the only
coach the Dallas franchise has
had in two and one-half years
existence, would not elaborate
on the resignation.
Max Williams, Chaps general
manager and a Southern
Mkt star of the late 1950*-Hagan as bead coach.
Dallas officials said the re-
placement was permanent.
Hagan, in the third year of a
three-year contract which ex-
pires June 1, resigned only
three hnurs before the Chaps
were to take on the Pittsburgh
Pipers at home. The 38-year-old
coach compiled a 109-90 record.
The first two seasons he
coached the Chaps into the
playoffs. Dallas is presently
secood, in the ABA's Western
Division.
American League
Umpires Chose
Bargaining Agent
STON (UPI) - Following
an historic decision of the
National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB), American League
umpires have selected the
Association of Major League
Umpires as their bargaining
agent with the league.
Albert J. Hoban, NLRB
regional director, announced
Wednesday that 24 of the
league's 326 umpires voted for
the association in a secret
ballot.
The ballot was conducted by
mail following the NLRB's
decision Dec. 15 that organized
baseball was engaged in
interstate commerce and there-
fore subject to the Ward's
Jurisdiction.
League President Joe Cronin
said the selection does not
appear to change present
relations between umpires and
the league to any appreciable
degree, It only makes the
matter official, Cronin said,
since the league has recognized
Chicago attorney John Reynolds
as the association's agent for
the humpires since November,
1904.
Cronin said all of the league's
umpires already have returned
'signed contracts for 1970.
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer_
NEW ORLEANS (UPI)--
Lennie and Johnny are roomi
and although neither would sa
a word before, one of them tell
the entire story now.
"It got so bad the
before the game, we wirAlike
two old ladies Wylie -to
some sleep. We hadda take
sleeping pills."
That's Johnny talking.
Johhny Robinson, Kansas
City's right safety, who rooms
with quarterback Lennie Dew-
son and probably is his closest
frienilleen pie ball club.
men two shared the same
room here this past week,
particularly Saturday night, the
night before the Super Bowl
Game with the favored Minne.
sota Vikings when Dawson
couldn't sleep because of a
combination of circumstances,
including the fact his name had
been bandied about in a
gambling investigation, and
r Robinson couldn't because a
torn rib cage made it seem he
was trying to get comfortable
atop a picket fence.
Ribs Hurt Too Much
"I usually don't take sleeping
pills," Johnny Robinson said,
"but my ribs were hurting so
bad the night before the game,
I tid t
Dankly asUsi fox help - "I just
ked the Lord to 'give me the
ength and the courage and I
eel He did" - didn't look like a
an who hadn't been able to
eep all night.
Lennie Dawson looked sten-
plazed. As if be was
mpleidi a peace with
self. -
"He said he a reachl,"
°tinny Robinson remembered.
"He told me he could move the
ball and I told him, good, I felt
we (the defense) could stop
ern."
The two men, as the saying
goes, had a hearty breakfast.
Takes Shot Before Game
When they got to Sugar Bowl
Stadium Johnny Robinsop found
his ribs still hurt so he had a
shot of novocaine before the
ball game.
Lennie Dawson went out and
moved the hell the way he said
he would. By halftime he "had
hit) on seem of -ID passes and
helped the Chiefs build an
Imposing 16-0 advantage,
Johnny Robinson, who was
given another shot of novo-
caine, walked over to his
roornle in the Chiefs' dressing
room and said quietly to him:
"Don't sit on the lead. Keep
moving the ball."
Lennie Dawsoe said nothing.
He simay nodded.
The two roomies then went
Lennie Dawson told b4s back out on the field and pretty
roOmie he was up all night.
When Robinson got upin his
hotel room Sunday morning, it
was raining outside. Hard.
Curiously, his roomie, Who
sometime during the Mgt* had
soon the whole thing was over,
the Chiefs beat the Vikings, 23-
7, and there as the President
of the United States on the
telephone asking tad speak with
haste - Da IV Senr,
Esposito
Collects
9th Shutout
By MARTIN LADER
UPI Sports Writer
Tony Esposito of Chicago and
Ed Giacomin of New York, the
two most effective goaltenders
In the National Hockey League
this season, today set different
goals for themselves.
Esposito, a rookie, collected
his ninth shutout Wednesday
night when the Black Hawks
whipped the Pittsburgh Pen-
guins, 5-0, and he now stands
only three blanks away from
the NHL record held by Glenn
Hall.
Giacomin picked up a rare
assist as the Rangers crushed
the Toronto Maple Leafs, 7-1,
and then announced his ambi-
tion is to become the first NHL
nebninder to score a goal.
"I just shot the puck off the
boards, it was unintentional,"
Giaoamin said in describing his
second assist of the season,
which came on a shot by Rod
Gilbert early in the third
period.
In other games Wednesday
night, the Montreal Canadiees
overcame a two-goal deficit to
beat the Los Angeles Kings, 4-2,
and the Minnesota North Stars
snapped a 13-game wipless
skein by belting the St. Gquls
Blues; 5-2.
Pat Stapleton and Gerry
Pinder scored in the first
period for Chicago to give
Esposito an early cushion and
the other Hawk goals came
from Stan Mikita, Gil Marotte
and Bobby Hull. Esposito
stopped 28 shots as the Hawks
won their fourth consecutive
game and moved to within two
points of fourth-place Detroit in
the East Division.
Rookie right wing Bill Fair-
bairn and. defenseman Arnie
Brown each scored two goals
for the Rangers who main-
tained their first-place lead at
three points over Montreal in
the East.
Goals by Jimmy Peters and
Bill Flett within a span of 76
seconds in tile second period
gave Los Angeles a 2-0 lead at
Montreal, but the Canadians
retaliated with three power-play
goals, two of them by Jacques
Lemaire to register their fifth
consecutive triumph.
Bill Goldsworthy scored two
goals and assisted on another
as the North Stars won their
first game since Charlie Bruns
officially was named their head
coach on Monday. Golds-
worthy's second goal of the
game, and his 22nd of the
season, came on a 35-foot shot
midway through the second
period and proved to be the
winner as it broke a 2-2 tie.
Cdllege Basketball Results
By United Press International
4
Geotown 89 St. Jos. Pa, 80
So, Carolina 59 Furman 56
Pratt 92 Stevens 77
Hofstra 86 Kings Pt. 82
Notre Dame 96 DePaul 73
Maryland 73 Navy 57
W. VIr, 67 Pittsburgh 66
Bowl. Cr. St. 73 Kent St. 67
Dartmouth 83 Harvard 80
Detroit 86 Loyola N.F. 66
No. Carolina 70 Erskine 63
14:oulavIlle 77 Dayton 69
Syracuse 100 Lfayette 89
Wiisaideit -74 Cara.
W. Vireinil 67 Pitt 66'
T
Tigers Play
At Fulton-
Rozelle Wants
Bickering
To Stop
- —
NEW YORK (P1)—Pate
Roselle figures it's time for the
bickering to stop over the issue
of realignment.
The commissioner of pro
football gathered the 13 owners
,. of the National Conference of
'the merged National Football
League Wednesday and said he
will keep them in New York
until ehey agree to divide into
three divisions.
Rozelle, who recessed the
meeting Wednesday night and
was to reconvene it at 9:30
.ii.m, today at a New York
hotel, said be may have to
unilaterally intervene if the
owners fall to agree among
themselves,
Last May 10, Cleveland,
Baltimore and Pittsburgh
switched to the new American
Conference of the merged NFL
with the 10 teams of the former
American Football League.
That left -the 13 remaining
teams to switch into a 5-4-4
alignment and they've failed to
come up with a plan that would
win . the necessary uanimous
approval of all 13 teams.[0
 1970 and he also wants to get
Roselle said he wants to get
an agreement this week be-
cause his office needs six weeks
Ara" W the grhpAnla for
Into serious discussion with the
television networks on the new
contracts, He already has
signed a contract with ABC-TV
for a single ' game every
Monday night but hasn't
reached agreements with CBS
tud NBC on the Sunday games.RS will televise the NationalFriday Night Conference and NBC the
--- American Conference.
The Tigers of Murray el& KAAT SIGNS
School will go to Fulton Friday
night to meet the Fulton City MINNEAPOLIS- ST. PAUL
team in another regularly settee (13131)- Pitcher Jim Kant, a 14-
duled game, game winner last season, has
The Tigers added a win to the. signed his 1970-contract with
ir record last Friday night when the Minnesota Twins.
they beat Hickman County 56-55 Kaat.who
earin the Murray gym. 
ed $60,000 
l stnedyearn, estim"."lost at13
The next home game for the games in 190 and was the only
Tigers will be against Bentowone of the Twins' top 25 players
on Friday night, January 20.to receive a salary cut.
Big Lew
Hits For
46 Points
It boggles the mind to think
of how much better Lew
Alcindor may become.
Aleindo r, the Milwaukee
Bucks' $1 million plus rookie,
gave another demonstration of
his continuing improvement
Wednesday night when he
scored 46 points, including the
winning basket, in the Bucks'
115-113 victory over the Los
Angeles Leiters.
The triumph was Milwaukee's
fifth straight, its 16th in its last
18 games and moved last year's
cellar dwellers to within five
games of first place New York
in the National Basketball
Association's Eastern Division.
The 7-foot 1/2-Lodi Alcindor
also controlled the boards,
pulling down 24 rebounds, and
received scoring assistance •
from teammates Bob Dan-
dridge and Robinson who hit for '
20 and 18 points, respectively.
In other NBA games, San
Francisco edged Atlanta, 103-
101, arid in a doubleheader at
Boston, the Celtics downed
etroit, 123-118, after Seattl
lpped Philadelphia; 122-110.
Jeff MUMILS' two free throws
the final minute of play
roved the difference in San
Francisco's victory over Atlan-
ta that sent the Western
Divisien-leading Flawits down to
their fifth straight defeat.'
[luta had two chances to tie
the game in the last 40 seconds
but blew both shots.
-veteran Dein Gambee's 24
ints helped the Warriors sna;
their four game losing stre:O
while Mullins chieped in with
17. Joe Caldwell paced the
Hawks with 33 points.
Henry Finkel scored 27 points
d Larry Siegfried had 23 for
the CelticS who moved three
ames ahead of Detroit in the
tile between the two clubs to
escape the Eastern Division
cellar. Dave Bing topped the
istons with 33 points and '
limy Walker had 28.
Seattle used Dick Snyder's 26
and 23 more by reseryj
center Dorry Murrey to bt
e 76ers who also lost 'the ,
er vices of Wally Jones in the
second period because of, a
twisted ankle. Darrell imhoff
wont' _Philadelphia
Can Kentucky Be S ed
In Dash For 25th SEC Title?
- By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
•
ATLANTA (UPI) - Qn,Can
2nd - ranked Kentucky be
stopped in its dash toward its
25th Southeastern Conference
basketball title in 38 years?
AAQuite unlikely, especially
after the unbeaten Wildcats es-
caped Georgia's ambush this
past Monday night.
But, hold on a minute. There
are still Doubting Thomases
who insist Kentucky can be
had.
May say that although the
Wildcats obviously have the
strongest front line in the con-
ference, they are weaker at
guard than some of their pre-
vious championship teams.
It appears that Kentucky
coach Adolph Rupp agrees. The
season Is nearly half over and
he still hasn't decided on his
starting backcourt duo.
This indecision wouldn't have
come up at all if Mike Casey,
the man Rugg) had counted on
to "quarterback" the Wildeats,
hadn't been sidelined by an
automobile accident last sum-
However, this problem hasn't
hampered Ma Wthitats as
much as Rupp earlier feared.
They've run off a 12-game
winning streak and now have a
three-game home stand coming
up in which to widen their hall-
game league lead.
Kentucky (4-0 in SEC play)
will be host to faltering
Tennessee Saturday in the
conference's first regionally
televised game (5 p.m. EST') of
the season while runnerup
Auburn (5-1. 9-4) must play at
third-place Georgia (4-1, 5-6) on
Monday night.
Play is light in the Southeast
this week because of mid-term
exams..
Independent - Georgia Tech
will be host to Furman of the
ShWiern Conference in the
region's only major college
game tonight and the 7th-
ranked Jacksonville (Fla.) Dol-
phins will host the Virgin
Islands in Friday's lone game.
Jacksonville (120), featuring
a front three which averages
seven feet per man, leads the
nation in teem scoring with an
average of 104.1 ppg. The
Dolphins have been held under
100 points only twice in 11 full-
length games (there was one
forfeit) and last weekend
routed Richmond, 113-77, and
Miami (Fla.), 121-87.
T h e Kentucky - Tennessee
headliner is the only Saturday
e that counts in the SEC
Dowell Leads
Senior's Golf
Tournament
BELLEA1R, Fla. (UP')-
Walter Dowell of Walnut Ridg
Ark., took another step tower
his third straight Relleair
Seniors golf title today when he
met P. V. Martino of St.
Petersburg in the tourney's
third round.
--In-ether third-roan& -matches,
Jack Russell of Clearwater
went against H, E. Denby o
Indianapolis, James Quinn o
Kansas City' played Nolan
Hatcher of Florence, Ala., and
Wally Flaskovich of Clearwater
met Jim Grode of Clearwater.
Dowell, who defeated Stan
Ittatczak of Tarifville, Conn., 5
and 4 Wednesday, and Grode,
who beat Dr. John Ullery of
Columbus, Ohio, 7 and 5, were
the only players at even par
after the second round.
In other second-round
matches, Martino beat Leroy
/Clippie of Riverton, N.J., one-
up, Russell beat Dewey Bowen
of Atlanta, 4 and 3, Denby beat
Bob Lupton of Largo, 3 and 2,
Quinn downed Don Gill of
Cincinnati, 3 and 2, Hatcher
beat Pat Sweeney of Cincinnati,
3 and 1 and Baskovich downed
Gordon Anderson of Glenview,
III, 5 and 4.
stancuags. -
In other Saturday action,
Auburn will be at Georgia
Tech, Florida at West Virginia,
Florida State (making a strong
bid for an at-large berth to the
NCAA with an 11-2 recorc0 at
Tuiane and Centenary at Miami
(Fla.).
Tennessee, although still one
of the top defensive teams in
the nation with a stingy yield of
only 57.9 ppg, has lost three
straight close ones after
jumping off to an impressive 7-
1 start.
The Vols, whose only confer-
ence victory was a 58-56
squeaker over Mississippi State,
were edged by Ole Miss. 59-57,
in double overtime; by Georgia,
61-56; and by Florida, 57-56„ in
overtime- all in a row.
The nation's leading scorer,
"Pistol" Pete Maravich of
Louisiana State, is in the midst
of a two-week layoff and
doesn't return until a week
from Saturday when the
Bengals visit Kentucky.
Maravich, who is averaging
47 ppg, needs to score 35 points
against the Wildcats to move
past Elvin Hayes (2,884) into
second place on the career
emeine list. Mid "Pistol Pete,"
with at least 16 more games to
play in his senior season, is
now only 123 points behind the
all-time scoring champ, Oscar
Robertson (2,973).
Expos To Meet Cis,
Hall of Fame Game
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. (UPI)
- The Montreal Expos, visiting
the site of Baseball's Hall of
Fame for the first time, and
the Chicago Cubs, returning to
Cooperstown for the first time
in 13 years, have agreestle play
in the Hall of Fame Gime on
July 27,
The announcement, made
Jointly by Hall of Fame
president Paul S. Kerr and
director Ken Smith, said the
two teams will meet at
Cooperstown Park.
• ••••••-• • •••64••••••3•• • •
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How should she
plan her wedding?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have recently become engaged and am
in the process of planning my wedding. A problem has arisen
about which my mother and I disagree. Let me explain the
background: _
When I was tirgatiato treadle. The boy ran out on me,
but I kept the baby, and with the help of my wonderful
family I raised the child. [She is now nearly 5.1
Abby, I want to have the kind of wedding every girl
dreams about. My fiance says that he is with me all the
way. I want a wedding gown and veil, and bridesmaids and
organ music, and I even want my daughter to be my flower
girl. It's not like nobody knows about what happened to me,
Abby. All my friends and relatives know, and so do his. My
mother said it isn't "right." Please help me make up my
mind. I know that a wedding gown and veil is supposed tobe
for a first wedding only, but even tho I am a mother, this IS
my first wedding. Would it be so wrong?
WITHHOLD MY NAME
DEAR WITHHOLD: If you want to have your "dream
wedding" and your fiance is "with you all the way," then I
vote with you.
However, instead of Oat white IrDWil and IMIL 
suggest off-white, ivory, or a -Pe pastel. And please &set
think me unkind, bat having your daughter for your flower
girl would undoubtedly call attention to that part of your life
which I think is better deemphasized on your wedding day.
Good luck.
DEAR ABBY: I hope you won't think this question is too
dumb to answer.
Whit are famous women always referred to as
"MISS"—regardless of whether they are married or single?
For instance, you are called, "MISS ABIGAIL VAN
BUREN." I know that's not your real name, but since you
are married and have grown children, why aren't you called
"MRS. VAN BUREN?"
Also, when Judy Garland died, they were calling her
"MISS GARLAND" until the end, and she had been married
several times and had children, too. So why wasn't she called
"MRS. GARLAND?" DON'T GET IT
DEAR DON'T: Years is not a "dumb" question. It's a
very intelligent one. When a woman takes a pseudonym [pee
Lame] for professional reasons, she is always knows as
"MISS" regardless of her marital status. [This would have
been a geed question for Miss Amy Vanderbilt, who is also
a "Mrs."'
t.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is quite a talented young
artist. She's not "great," but there is a local demand for her
paintings, and she has done quite well.
Recently an aunt [my sister] expressed a desire for one
of her paintings, so my daughter spent several weeks
painting a special picture for this aunt's birthday—as a
surprise.
When the gift was presented, the aunt had nothing but
criticism for it. "'This was wrong, that wasn't right, and the
colors weren't good, ete."
My daughter rialened to all the criticism, then picked up
the painting and said, "If you want a photograph, Fit buy you
a camera." My sister was indignant, to say the least. „
My daugh'er sold the painting for $150. The aunt is now
threatening to see a lawyer. She says that painting was
HERS, and my daughter had no right to sell it. Has my sister
a chance to get the painting?
IN THE MIDDLE IN HOUSTON
DEAR IN: I would say that by clear implication, the
painting was offered and rejected, to the painting was not
your sister's until your daughter bad given it to her,
However, If this case ever gets to court, anything can
happen. (P. S. One thing is certain. your sister will never
make the diplomatic corps.I
CONFIDENTIAL TO VIRGO: It is time to take stock of
your company. Those who sleep with dogs, wake up with
fleas (Or worse!)
What's yeti'. problem? You'll feel better it yeti get It off
year chest. Write to ABBY, Bee *MC 11-06 Angeles, Cal.
MO. For a personal reply mew stamped, addressed
envelope.
litmus!
A baby boy, Michael Todd,
weighing eight pounds eleven on.
aces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Reggie Shultz of Route One, Sod.
alia, on Saturday, January 10, at
ten a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed
at the Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company, Union City, Team,
Mr. and Mrs. Counie Shultz
of Farmington Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Laird of
Lynnville Route One are the gra-
ndparents.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Coy Laird of Dukedom
Route Two, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Johnson of Wingo Route Two,
and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Bonier
of Paris, Tenn.
— — — —
Mr. add Mrs. Kenneth Wallace
of Route Three, Cadiz, announce
the birth of a baby boy, Kenney
Wayne, weighing five pounds fit.
teen ounces, born on Sunday,
January 11, at 6:40 p.m . at the
Murray - Calloway County Hos-
pital,
They have one daughter, Katie
ryn Ann, age sixteen months,
The father is a farmer.
Grandparents are Mrs. Mag.
adline Wallace and Harley Wall-
ace of Dexter and Mr. and Mrs.
Wilford Kovralke of Rapid City,
South Dakota.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Barbara Gross of Aberdeen,
S. D., and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Martin of Wessington Springs,
S. D.
When something new comes
into the house, keep guarantees,
Instruction sheets, assembly
guides, operator's manuals and
manufacturer's warranty cards.
Often, these are thrown out with
the wrapping.
Befeee plugging iW and
tu zni rig the dials on new
electeioill appliances, read`' the
instruction booklets. That's how
to find out what the new
appliance can or cannot do
Open House
at
.11110ERINCEYEJI CHIROPRACTIC
OFFICES
There will be Opet_Hriuse at the Broeringmeyer
Chiropractic- Offices Saturday, January 17, and Sunday,
January 10. from 10 a.m.  to 4 p.m. for students-interested
In Chiropractk as a professional career and to the public
Interested in learning about Chiropractic.
Dr. Gary Ditson, Director of Admissions of Logan
College of Chiropractic is St. Louis. Mo., will be at the
office to answer any questions in regard to Chiropractic
Education. Dr. Richard and Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
will also be available for those wishing information on
'-hee9#41044;11ttlefodir,...c.9?t.
. 7 Everyone Is Invited: •
302 5 . 12th Voir. Kntuck
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Thur-
man, Jr., 1725 Keeneland Drive,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Charles Ashley, weigh-
ing /lye pounds one ounce, born
on -Sunday, January 11, at 8:04
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Co-
tmty Hospital.
They have another son, James
Craig, age eight. The father is
employed at the Ryan Milk Com-
pany.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Thurman, North
9th Street, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hunter Love, Poplar Street.
— —
Robert Stanley is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Donald
E. Williams, Jr., 715 Colleg
Court, Murray, for their baby
boy, weighing nine pounds, born
on Tuesday, January 13, at 1:40
a.m. at the Murray - Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is a student
U Murray State University. ,
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Donald E. Williams, Sr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Pad
Orson, all of Louisville,
• 'a.-
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Dwight
Houston of Murray Route Six
are the parents of a baby boy,
Jimmy Dale, weighing eight potm-
ds 1214 Awes, born on Monday,
January 12; at 10:03 a.m, at
the Murray - Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, Alan
Ray, who will be five years
old in March. The father is em-
ployed at the Warren Seed Com-
Grandparents are Mrs. Marie
Houston of Murray Route Three,
Mrs. Mildred Hicks Mohundro of
Murray Route Six, and Harold
Mohundro of Paducah.
Great grandparents are E. C.
Mohundro of Murray Route Six„
Floyd Hicks or-Murray Route
Three, and Mrs. Burlie Kirk of
Providence.
Olga Hampton
Has Regular Meet
At The Parsonage
The Olga Hampton WMS of the
Sinking Springs Baptist Church
suet Monday, January 5, at the
parsonage for the regular month-
ly meeting.
Mrs. Terry Sills, president
presided. Reports were giver
and two new members Mrs.
Raymond Crawford and Mrs. Bo-
yce Wilson, were welcomed.
The study session on "Few
Among Many - Southern Baptist
Work in the Northwest" was
directed by Mrs. Billy Pashall.
urge Jerry Bowden gave the
call to prayer with her scripture
from psalms 1.
Others on prograrn were Mrs.
L . D. Warren, Mrs. Gene Dar-
nell, and Mrs. Bill CoWns. The
closing prayer was led by Mrs.
Eugene Jones.
Others present, not previous-
ly mentioned, were Mrs. Craw. 
lordMcNeely, Mrs. Dub Hurt,
Mr. Sonny Lockhart, Mrs. Jam-
es H. Kuakendall, Mrs. Hardin
Galloway, and Mrs. Gerald Coop-
er.
Refreshments were served by
the cieleastesses, Mrs. Crawford
McNiSely and Mrs. EugeneJones.
The next meeting will be held
ltgonday, February 2atIse par-
sonage with Mrs, Hardin Gallo-
way in chap of the progrant.
1.-
Thursday, January IS
Atop Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at se-
ven p. m. with Mrs. Gene Lav-
ine as the guest speaker.
so.
The Town and Country Home-
makers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins,
Cardinal Drive, at 710 p.m.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hal at
7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptiet Chur.
ah WMS will hold its general
meeting at the church at 1:30
p. in. Mrs. Walton FuLkerson
will be the program leader.
• • •
Friday, January
The Waiting Wives Club will
meet with Mrs. Shere Parker at
the Ralph Bogard home, South
10th Street, at mon PJa.
• • •
Saturday,. January 17
The Murray-Calloway Shrine
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. ma Kra William Moffett.
A potluck supper will be serv-
ed at 610 p. m.
• • •
Monday, January 19
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the borne of
Mrs. Poorly McClure, 1107 Sy-
camore Street, at seven p. za.
• • •
The South Pleased Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Den Billing.
ton at one p.
• • •
The New Hope Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Cheeky Wilson at seven
P.
• • •
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the Honda Inn
at ten a. m. with Mrs. Alton
Cole as hostess.
• • •
The Women's Republican
Club will meet at the Commun-
ity Center at seven p. m.
• a •
The women of St. John's Ept.
scope Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Michael Gardone
at 7:30 p. in.
• • •
Tuesday, January 20
The Ruth Sunday School Class
the First Baptist Churcir, vrill
t at the home of Mrs. James
Parker, 400 North 113th Street,
at 7:30 p.
• • •
The Good Shepherd United
Methcdizt Church WSCS will
meet at the hcme of Mrs. R. Q.
Knight at ten a. m.
• • •
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Noble Fuqua.
• • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p. m.
• • •
Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the aociel hall at two
p. m.
• • •
The First Baptist Church Wo-
man's Missionary Society will
meet at the church at 9:30 a. m.
• • •
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the clubhouse at 7:30 p. m.
Hostesses are Mesdames James
Wocdard, - Charles Moe
let, J. D. Rayburn, Millard Car-
man, James Claypool, Don Rob-
inson, a14-M. Glenn Doran.
• • •
Wednesday, January 21
The Welcome Wagon New.
corners Bridge will meet at the
MSU Student Union cafetele
at 7:30 p. m. Mrs. C. P. Wil
Hams, phone 753-7291, is hoe
tess.
• • •
If you've received a gift of
cheese, cover .the sir ririeties
and peters them in the coldest'
•part of the refrigerator. Wrap
natural, hard cheese in wax
paper, foil or plastic and store in
the refrigerator. The cut ielges
may be buttered or coated with
-Melted gpraffIn to. keep them
from -dryilig. Natural cheese,
ietion-ed. freezes well in
Jne -,x),uno aseces, bia process or
eottlge or -cream cheese tend i0
become watery when thawed.
..ehadine
authqrites, arthritics threw
away $300 million on phony
dle 'foods .and devices. Such
moily copfd ham been spent on
0600:1 Nods *Medical care and
-  
; •
Truly," Eidleweiss, "Because,"
and "Theme from 'Romeo and
Juliet'." The candles were
lighted by Tommy Hunt, brothe
of the bride, and David Web
while "Melody of Love" was
played. The mothers were seated
while Miss Pentecost played
"Tara's Theme." Miss Pentecost
wore a lovely aqua, knit dress.
Soloist for the occasion was
Miss Nancy Sanders of Dyer-
sburg. Her first selection,
"More," was sung before the
candles were lighted. Her second
aelection,."Whither Thou Goest,"
was sung immediatiey following
the candle lighting. Her last
selection, "Wedding Paryer,"
was sung at the end of the
ceremony. Miss Sanders wore an
aqua crepe dress.
Mrs. Rhea Hart, sister of the
groom, presided at the guest
register in the foyer. The round
table was covered with a green
cloth overlaid with white lace. A
Christmas candle adorned the
table. Mrs. Hart was lovly in a
pink, silk, wool dress.
Given in marriage by her
-father, the radiant bride was a
picture of. loveliness. Her long A-
line, white satin dress featured a
stand-up collar and long sleeves.
Two rows of lace down the front
of the dress accented the smooth
lines-Of' the dress. Two rows of
lace also accented the chapel
length train which fell from a bow
in the back. The bride's head-
piece was a princess crown of
tiny seed pearls from which a
shoulder length veil fell. The
bridal bouquet was a single or
chid surrounded, by lilies of the
valley and illusion net. White
streamers tied in. loveknots -fe
from the bouquet. -
Mrs. Carolyn Akers, sister of
the bride,Eserved as matron of
honor. Mrs. Judy Morris and
Mrs. Donna Lindsey served as
bridesmaids: Their dresses were
identical street-length ones
fashioned from forest green
velveteen. The dresses featured a
yoked front and scalloped
necklines. Their headpieces were
Dior bows made from the same
material as the dresses. They
wore white gloves, gifts from thr
bride, and carried red win-
•
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'mill Schools Now Being Constructed Being
I Honored For Architectural InnovationsPhone 
753-1917 or 753-4947
Mis,s Hunt And Mt. Qiiver-Marry
At Cottage Grove baptist Church
The Cottage Grove Baptist
Church was transformed into a
lovely nuptial setting with
glowing tapers and greenery for
the wedding of Miss Marilyn
Hunt and Glenn Oliver on
December 21 at 2:30 p.m. The
bride is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Thomas Hunt of
Cottage Grove. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Claud Oliver
of Palmersville.
Forming the background for
the nuptials was a brass can-
dlelabra holding twenty-one
glowing white tapers. The
greenery used in the background
was jade leaf. In front of the
brass candlelabra and greenry
were three separate candles
which were used during the
ceremony. The couple lighted the
center candle with the two oot-
side candles to symbolize their
union. The family pews were
marked with large white bows.
Brother Shelton Smith of Paris
officiated in the double ring
ceremony.
.or to the sleCtions ceremony
were pthyedee the witawby misi4red knit suit. She also wore silver
Linda Pentecost of Palmersville. 
accessories and a white- can:
Some of the selections were "Oh, 
nation corsage.
Reception
Promise Me," "I Love You Following the wedding
ceremony, a reception was held
An the Fellowship Hall of the
church. The L-shaped serving
table was covered with a white
cloth,- A three-tiered wedding
cake centered the table. The
Gail Stephens, Miss Kathy
were Miss Sherry Stephens, Miss
imica:aks.nse, iaistwurehi,,cbahrniddweamsan.todpgpioa mw,ith awas
In-
dividual cakes, nuts , and mints
and compotes. At the corner of
arrangement of red poinsettias,
green candles, and greenery. The
and green poinsettias and holly.
Two green glowing tapers were
on each side of the cake. 
were served from silver trays
large crystal punch bowl held
lime punch. Around the base of
lightly decorated with petite red
the L-shaped table was an
the punch bowl was holly and
poinsettias. The girls serving
ry Ann
Davis. The girls wore red and
green dresses which further
ried out the color scheme.
When the couple left on their
honeymoon, the bride wore a
purple and white two-piece, coat-
dress outfit and black ac-
cessories. At her shoulder was
pinned the orchid from her
boTuhqe cueto.
uple is now residing in
Martin where the bride and the
groom are continuing their
studies at the University of-
Tennessee at Martin.
Gift Tea
A pre-nuptial tea was given in
the home of the bride-to-be.
Hostesses for the occasion and the
girls who served were, Mrs.
Katherine Moseley, Mrs. Earl
Hayes and Betty, Mrs. Jean
Berryman and Delisa, Mrs.
Lorene Miles and Jan, Mrs.
Leslie Wood and Donna Lindsey,
and Mt. Judy Morris.
The 'ride-to-be and the
mothers were presented corsages
of white carnations by the
hostesses.
The serving table was covered
with green, overlaid with a white
lace cloth. The centerpiece was a
cherub with green candles and
poinsettias at the base. Two
silver candle holders were on
either side of the centerpiece.
Red punch was served from a
settias.
Mr. Rhea Hart, served his
brother-uolaw as best man. The
other groomsmen were J. W.
Akers, the bride's brother-in-law.
and Jim Cloar. The ushers were
Tommy Hunt, trother of the
bride, David Webb, Ricky Orr;
and Freddie Orr.
Mrs. George Hunt, mother of
the bride, wore a blue wool, A-
line dress with a roll collar. She
wore black accessories, and a
white cymbidium orchid waa
pinned on her shoulder.
Mrs. Claud Oliver, mother of
the groom, wore a blue wool
dress with a white button design
in front. She wore black ac-
cessories, and' a white cym-
bidium orchid was pinned on her
shoulder.
Mrs. Wade Sherrell, maternal
rancimother of the bride, wore a
forest green bonded knit dress.
She wore black accessories and a
white carnation corsage.
Mrs. Deck Hunt, paternal step.
grandmother of the bride, wore a
Miss Anita Hendon
Honored Al Coffee
At Spiceland Home
The home of Mrs. Sael E.
Spiceland was the aceete of a
lovely coffee"- held am Saturday,
January 10, In honor of Miss
Anita Hendon, bride-elect of
Jerry D. McAlister.
The bride-eleot, whose wed-
ding will be an event of Jan-
uary 31, chose to wear a laven-
der knit dress from her trous-
lea. Her motile, Mrs. Irby E.
Heinden, wore a bust orange
keit dress.
The table was beautifully
overlaid with a white linen
cloth,' and adorned witR-sa 'min-
iature bride doll. Itefreslunezsts
of coffee and spiced tea were_
served, alone w41
French_ testae@and isookite.-1
Miss Hen—don was presented
with a beautiful gift by the
hostesses, Mrs. James A. Rog-
ers, Mrs. Frank Thompson, Miss
Vickie Spiceland, and Mrs.
Spiceland. Mrs. Hendon and the
bride-elect were also presented
with gift corsages by the hos-
tesses.
Approximately twenty guests
called or sent gifts between
the-hours of ten and eleven-
tetete_e'claek, !L   g1
• Coats
• Dresses
• Slacks
• Tops
• Corduroy
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI).- In this
era of the environment being
all, most new schools are
architectural festivals for lucky
students enrolled in them,
Eighteen of the most innova-
tive for the year were cited as
outstanding among hundreds
reviewed by a special American
Association of School Adminis-
trators' architectural jury.
The La Patera iqementary
School in Goleta, Calif., among
those saluted by the jury, can
be broken down into nine
separate components and
moved by flatbed truck to
another location — if the need
for relocation arises in the
future.
The Daffodil Valley Elemen-
tary School in Sumner, Wash.,
got honors for being a
corridorless school. The corr
dors are there, but they are put
to use as resource and
demonstration areas, serving
two purposes. Making double.
duty use of corridors long has
been a goal of school ar-
chitects,
Eliminates Desks
Among schools honored for
eliminating desks and substitut-
ing informal table groupings in
the eta esroom was Apollo
Elementary School In Milford,
_
Some of the iggivatioes one
resents Program
At Circle Meeting
The Maryieona Frost Circle
the Women's Society of Chr
Service of the First United Meth-
odist Church met at the Holiday
Inn on Tuesday, January 13, at
nine-thirty o'clock in the morn-
ing.
Mrs. G. C. Fain presented
an inspiring pledge service in-
cluding scripture and a story.
As the members placed their
pledges on the altar, The lord'
Prayer was played on a record.
The circle chairman, Mrs.
F. F. Eaton, read the tempos
of the WSCS. Announcements we-
re made of the donations to the
landscaping fund of the churc
In soemory of deceased m
bers.
It was also announced from
the general WSCS meeting that
money will go etliesSadiejAnas
room at ScarrES-pHite,
there would, he no-. money pro-,
jects for the general WSCS but
extra pledges will be made,
The February general meeting
will be a lenten service and World
Bank ceremony with a sacrificial
offering of a price of lunch. The
Maryleona Frost and Alice Wat-
ers Circles will have the pro-
gram.
New circle officers are Mrs.'
Eaton, chairman; Mrs. G. C.
Fain, vice-chairman and progr-
am; Mrs. A.M. Thomas, spiri-
tual life; Mrs. J. W. Stuart, local
church activities; Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, Membership; Mrs. Max
Whitford, Christian social relat-
ions; Mrs. A. J. Kipp, sunshine;
Mrs. Dwight Chrisp, treasbrer,
Mrs. James Diuguid, secretary
Mrs. James Garrison, assisted
by Mrs. Johnny Walker, meals.
The hostesses and program
leaders were set up for the
year. Ten members were pre-
sent.
might assumed would have
been in practice long ago as a
matter of common sense.
Apparently, that is not so.
For example, the Crawford
County Vocational Technical
School in Pennsylvania got
plaudits for putting his noisy
facilities in one wing and its
quiet ones in another.
The jury of architects was
quick to honor schools grouping
Its resource facilities in an
attractive setting — soft light-
ing, wall to wall carpeting.
Such a center groups listening
rooms, film viewing rooms,
other audio-visual facilities and
study areas.
Report Compares Costs
In a report on the award-
winning schools, the journal
"Nation's Schools" compares
costs. For budget-minded tax-
payers there was something to
consider in the statistics on two
new schools in Miami, Fla,
The Miami Gardens Elemen-
tary School was built at a cost
of $20.05 per square foot. This
Is not unusual as $20 a square
foot is what most architects
figure on when estimating
school costs.
But the Kelsey Pharr Ele-
mentary School, also in Miami,
was built at a per square foot
cost of $11.46.
The rise in the cost of
construction explains some of
the difference. The Miami
Gardens school was opened in
1969; the lower-cost Kelsey
Pair sclax4L, MI.
-a
PERSONALS
Saga Diuguid has resumed his
studies at Auburn University, Au.
barn, Alabama, after spending
the holidays with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James Diuguid,
Sharpe Street,
---
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall of
Warner Robbins, Ga., were the
recent guests of her mother,
Mrs. Ed Filbeck of Murray.
Coincidence?
JioNnunx (urio - Dr. Y.
K. Look was • named optome-
trist of the Year by the Ha- •
Will Optemetric Association.
'
p.
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metal bowl and individual cakes
iced with white and topped with
green sugar bells were served.
Nuts and mints were also served.
Many !lively and useful gifts
were received including the
bride's chosen chind and silver.
Sixty guests called at the ap-
pinted time and those who could
not attend sent gifts •
The Vost
Famous Basket
In the World*
-
•
e
HOME
S WE ET HOME
AGAIN 
S.
The
riannAfor‘
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
yo u feet at- "II anre- —
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from '
your neighborhood busi-
ness and civic leaders.
C11 Linda Adams
Phone 714437$
kLj) I
* _ •
One Rack
• Girls Coats
One Table
• Boys Knit Shirts
• Boys Suits
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Elderly Brother and Sister Freeze to Death
BY SIGMAN BYRD
Ilested17 Peat Staff Writer
VANCEBURG: An elder-
ly bachelor farmer and his
unmarried sister froze to
death last week at the farm
home they had shared all
of their lives.
The dead are Omer H.
Cadwallader, 64, and Miss
Inez Cadwallader, 73. They
lived in a remote hollow,
across Quick's Run from a
rural road in the Queens
community, about 10 miles
southwest of Vanceburg.
THE COUPLE was last
seen alive on Monday, Jan.
5, by their nephew, Wade
May, who lives nearby.
On Saturday, Cadwallad-
er failed to walk to the May
home for his weekly ride to
Vanceburg with the neph-
ew, as was his custom.
May went to the Cadwal-
lader farm about noon on
Saturday, accompanied by
his dogs. The hollow was
deep with drifted snow.
HE FOUND the body of
his uncle in a snowdrift
near the front door of the
farmhouse. Nearby lay a
dropped lantern.
While May searched the
empty farmhouse in vain
for his aunt, Ns dogs dis-
covered her body.
Miss Cadwallader lay in a
ravine, completely covered
with ice and snow, only her
knees protruding above the
snow.
MAY NOTIFIED author-
ities.
Lewis County Sheriff
Harold Voiers, Deputy Ellis
Carver, and Coroner Paul
L Jordan said they were
forced literally to chop the
woman's body out of the
ice.
The officers told a coro-
ner's jury Sunday morning
they believed Miss Cadwal-
lader left the house late
Thursday and went to the
barn to feed a team of
horses.
THE OFFICERS surmise
that Cadwallader, who bad
been ill, woke in the night
and, discovering his sister
was not in the house, light-
ed a lantern and went to
look for her.
Medical evidence indicat-
ed the woman had fallen in
the ravine and broken her
right hip.
The man evidently fell
en the ice near, the house
and lost consciousness.
THE SIX-MAN coroner's
Jury ruled both deaths due
to exposure.
Surviving are a sister,
Mrs. Daisy May, R. 5,
Vanceburg; a brother, Clar-
ence Cadwallader, Ky. 7:
Vanceburg: and a number
of nieces and nephews.
Services wilt be held at
Dickerson Funeral Home,
Vanceburg, at 1 p.m. Tues-
day.
'1 Am Really Tickled About-This'
BY CARL WEST
iteiteau Pest Treaktert WOW
FRANKFORT: Kenneth
Harper, Kentucky's n e w
public information commis-
sioner, is moving into his
new quarters "full steam
ahead."
"I am really tickled
about 'this thing," Harper
said after spending the
week end going over budg-
ets, man-power charts and
programs.
- "I'VE ALWAYS enjoyed
;doing public relations and
'working in public informa-
This wassails. affuni
me an opportunity to get
out and tell about Ken-
tucky's programs."
Harper, 38, was named
list Friday to replace Jirr
Rost as information chief.
, Host replaced Robert
Gable as Commissioner of
Parks. Gable left the Nunn
lulministration to return to
big private business. '
Harper was deputy com-
missioner in Kentucky's
Child Welfare Department
and more currently WM
'serving as a legislative aide
to Gov. Nunn.
HARPER AND Host
started Saturday. morning
going through the depart-
ment's charts on personnel,
budget and plans.
Harper said he planned
to take over "cautiously"
but "I'm not going to let
any grass grow under my
feet."
His first order of busi-
_mess will be a budget hear-
- lug probably this week on
the budget before the joint
House Senate Committee
on Revenues and Appro-
priations.
HOST IS expected to ap-
pear at the hearing with
Harper to answer ques-
tions.
The n e w information
boss said he has no par-
ticular plans at the mdment
for Northern Kentucky
"but you know doggone
well I have the interest of
Northern Kentucky At
heart. I always have had
end will continue to do
that."
HE SAID there are two
projects he will check on.
One is the tourist informa-
tion center at Florence on
1-75.
The setcond is industrial
promotion f o r Northern
Kentucky. carried on with
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the Kentucky Commerce
Department.
"I am really tick d
about this." Harper re-
peated. "And I am going to
put every ounce of effort
I have and ingenuity into
this. Its a challenge."
Hire Expert
To Advise
_OnSolleges
FRANKFORT (UPI): The
Legislative Research Com-
mission has announced the
hiring of Dr. Myron R.
Blep, • executive director of
Associated Consultants in
Education, Tallahassee,
Fla., as the 1970 General
Assembly's consultant for
higher education matters.
Blee is the principal au-
thor of a recent consult-
ant's report on community
colleges prepared for Ken-
tucky's Council on Public
Higher Education,
House Speaker Julian
Carroll said the Legislature
Is specifically interested in
Blee's recommendations on
community colleges in the
event major legislation on
the local colleges is intro-
duced.,
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford
said he believed Blee is the
first consultant the General
Assembly hat hired to ad-
vise it in a particular area.
He reportedly will be paid
$150 per day and expenses
for his services.
The major recommenda-
tion in the consultants' re-
port for Kentucky calla for
reorganizing all community
college programs undet
their own governing board.
Presently the University
of Kentucky adminigters 15
two-year colleges across the
state.
Prayer
Breakfast
gonday.
The Paris Ministerial
Association is holding a prayer
breakfast at the REA-Jackaon
Building Jan. 19. The breakfast,
which is open te the public, will
feature the Rev. Stephen G.
Musk, Jr., pastor of Immanuel
Lutheran Church in Murray, 1(y.
as speaker. Price of the break-
fast is $1.50 per person.
The Rev. Mama is a graduate
of Concordia Seminary in St.
Ions, Mo. and holds a masters
digree in clinicalpsychology from
Murray state University.
He and his wife Carol have four
daughters, ages 5,7,9, and 10.
He has served in a number of
teaching positions, and is
presently a part-time Instructor In
the psychology department at
Murray State,
CHINA-RUSSIA CONFLICT ,
U.S. Can't Stay Aloof'
LONDON (UPI): A study published
by the prestigious Royal- Institute for
International Affairs says a successful' 
% Soviet military attack against Commu-
nist China would take the Soviets a
' step forward in "communising the
1 1" It_ said such a Sino-Soviet 'cOnflict
would be extremely damaging 14.111*
interests of the United States and the
non-Commuinst world."
"Whatever her policy at this time
toward the Sino-Soviat conflict, the
United States would find. it almost im-
possible to remain uninvolved," said
the study released in the institute's cur-
-rent monthly publicatior, the -World
Today.
"Already. the world of nuclear stale-
mate l a highly risky arena for the
• decision maker" 'It said. "A Russo-
, Chinese conflict would have the final
unsettling fleet"-
The document said a successful
China, followed by a satisfactory politi-
cal settlement within Peking, would
certainly mean a "gigantic shift in the
Asian balance of power which would
have worldwide repercussions.
"The USSR would have taken a step
forward in her aim of communizing the
world. The nations of the...Asian pe-
riphery would find it impossible to
maintain Their independence of even
neutrality."
The study, drafted by T. C. Rhee,
of the University of Dayton in Ohio,
is entitled- "SinoSovi t Military Con-
flict and the Global nce of Power."
' "In addition the viet attempt to
penetrate the caste oceans would be
far more successful than has hitherto
been the case," it said.
"The United States would find it
almost ingpessible to remain uninvolked.
The conirontation between the Uniteck
States and the Soviet- Union would be
- enormousty—Intenstfied, and the arms
race might become virtually unnianage-
aNe "
Hospital Report
ADULTS 100
NURSERY 9
JANUARY 12, 1970
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Martha Houston and Baby
Boy, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Linda
Williams, 715 College Crt., Mur-
ray; Max Tutt, Rte. 8, Murray;
Mrs. Marion Brunchwyler, Box
631, Murray; Luther Richerson,
Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. Lucille
Richerson, Rte. 7, Murray;
Miss Cecelia Cqpe. 215 So. 11th
St., Murray; Mrs. Betty Clark,
308 W. 13th St., Benton; Mrs.
Eula Billington, Rte 1, Kirk-
-sey; Will Smith, Rte. 7, Murr-
ay; Miss Olean McClanahan.
-/06 Poplar, Murray; Joe Sea"-
ers, Rte. 2, Murray; James Row-
lett, New Concord; Mrs. Atli*
Boggess, 415 So. 10th St., Mur-
ray; Mrs. Lidia Parker, Rte, 1,
Kirksey; Mrs. Clark Smiley, 408
No. 1st St., Murray; Virgil Nano-
ey. 1311 Sycamore, Murray.
DLSMISSA
Mrs. Norma Paschall, 1617
Teachers Map
Pay Hike Plans
LOUISVILLE (UPI): The
Kentucky Education Assn.
has announced fortpation
of a "strategy committee"
to combat Gov. Lduie B.
Nunn's budgetary omission
of salary increases for
teachers
The board of directors of
the KEA released a state-
ment saying it found it "in-
credible that public schools
are completely excluded
from participating in their
fair share of Kentucky's
economic growth.
The KEA said teachers
have a legitimate request
for salary increases, adding
that the $18 million "for
which we are asked to
scramble will not even
meet the cost-of-living in-
crease."
The statement added that
Kentucky's public school
teachers deeply resent
-being cast as villains who
rob the poor and would op-
THURSDAY — JANUARY 15. 19'70
pose tax exemptions for
food, medicine and clothing
in order to line their own
pockets.
The KEA said the chil-
dren of Kentucky are the
most important asset the
state has, adding, "We in-
sist that they may be given
the right to share in bene-
fits of our growing econo-
my.''
The statement concluded,
"can Kentucky, in good
conscience, ask its teach-
ers to go for two years
without a salary increase
while the cost of living eats
away at tehir meager pay-
checks."
Belmonte, Murray; Dale Bur-
keen, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Imog-
ene Hopkins, Rte. 4, Murray;
Master Tim Henderson, 620 Fra-
nces St., Joliet, Ill.; Mrs. Joan
Billington and Baby Girl, 505
Whitnell, Murray; Mrs. Lynda
Coleman and Baby Boy, Rte, 5,
Murray; Mrs. Ethelyn,Loberger
and Baby Girl, 1312 Kirkwood,
Murray; Mrs. Jerrye Brannan,
Rte. 3, Puryear, Tenn.; Buford
Brown, Box 491, Murray; Mrs.
MarrAndrus (Expired), 1108 Pop-
lar St., Murray.
Owe Tax? Charge It
WASHINGTON (UPI): The Internal Revenue
Service has approved plans by two major credit card
companies—BankAmericard and Master Charge—
to let their customers in eight states charge their
federal income tax bills.
If the taxpayer winds up owing_ the government,
he may charge the balance on his card by filling out
a credit slip and sending it in with his return. The
credit card companies will pay the government and
bill the taxpayer.
BankAmericards may be used for tax paying in
the Fourth Federal Reserve Bank District which in-
cludes Ohio and parts of Kentucky West Virginia
and Pennsylvania. Master Charge has similar plans
In Colorado, Wyoming,-North-Dak o ta and New
Mexico,
The-program is limited to taxpayers using Form
1040 only and actually making a payment to the
government. The bank said it plans to eventually
extend the program to cover taxes paid on an esti-
mated basis and taxpayers who will receive refunds.
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Q.- TOP QUALITY lolig/ife
BRAKE SHOES INSTALLED
ON ALL 4 WHEELS
Replact those worn, unsafe brake shoes
now at a big saving! Genuine Longlife
bonded brake shoes give you 25% more
braking area and 50% more lining depth!
' I I
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/ By Rick Dv Brow
UPI Teieviskin Writet
- HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Tele-
vision in, the 1970s is likely to
offer these developments:
-More stations, with jecial-
time of viewers, particularly
those in sophisticated urban
areas, where most persons now
lk e. Executives agree arudiences
are more hip nowadays-but
some powerfuLoutdated ratings
surveys still emphasize tastes in
,outlying provincial areas(because
of oldtimç population patterns
and samplings). and are holding
hack tredds.
Furthermore, being mass-ori-
ented. the major broadcasting
organizations comprise, quite
naturally. a -basically conserva-
tive entertainment and commu-
nirations force. They want to-
appeal to as many people as
possible. and offend as few as
__the% _can. in_order tO,Fain rating
and sponsors and profits. Almost
' unanimouslv, top network exec-
utives see rev: drastic changes in
form and content for program-
ming in the 1-970s.
* *
Television has' suchenormous
impact that even relatively small
and . natural changes' register im-
mediately in. the natiomd_son-
ize4 progrant matenai a
ences, as a result of the growth
of cable and community antenna
television. F011owing the current
-radio pattern, an example of this.
might well ge all-news stations.
-The growth of honies as'
family entertainment centers is
prices -drop for do-it-yoffeself
videotape machines, and pro-
grams-via-cassettes become more
available as an alternative and
complement to network shows.
this area, instructional and
informational programs seem cer-
tain to be widely used.
-A greater reflection, in net-
work broadcasts, of the tastes
and values of the current young
generation. Creators from this
generation will naturally grow
into positions of video authority
.and prominence. The audience
skis generaticM, teach
the age where it is likely to stay.
home more often and watch
. "special" network pro-
gramming as the competition .
,increas4 for the added leisure kinds of drama, or the declint
of situation comedy, or thing
like that. America is undergoin;
a massive social revolution, am
it's certainly going. to find it
way to television.
"All Major changes have come
from younger people. And they
don't think about TV as we put
-it on the air. They think of it as
a fret form. These new people
think ot dealing wig reality, the
world Its-it is. It's experimental
form now. but it takes only one
program to break down the struc-
ture as we know it. VI e're cer-
tainly not going to do away with
all we have. But the new style is
mA escapescapism.Irs more satire,
mostly in revue form, where
anything Can happen. Most youiig
people we -speask tb waiit
to write dramas or situation
comedy each week., They think
that'pram,-
At ABC-TV. meanwhile, the
new head of programming, Mar-
tin Starger. looks toward, longer
form" shows and ""a greater es-
surge of specials,- agreeing that
audiences are more sophisticated
PAGE BIB
SNIPER FIRE--Members of South Vietnam's 7th Division dive for cover behind trees and
into a canal as sniper tire whistles past them in an operation 65 miles, south of Saigon
Few drastic changes
seen in tv of '70s
sciousness. It is therefore pro-
vocative when all three network
programming bosses affirm, with
enthusiasm, some new directions
their organizations will take, with
the apparent emphasis on young-
thinking people._
and "tired of standard series.
He says: •
"I'm not so sure we won't see,
oava regular basis, a single pro-
gram for a whole *ht. Or per-
haps one or two big programs.-
. Starger, like others, sees wider
(tee oribreign productions, as
with the movie industry recently.
He also takes a positive attitude
toward newer-breed movies sla-
ted for video despite some viewer
_awl over their cArthiness. 
audi- For example, -1,437rrilterner,
NBC-TV's program chief: -"I
think things have to be different.
We have a generation out there
that is pre. tty good
notes that "Georgy Girl" and
"A Man And A Woman" appeared
on -ABC-TV recently, and- says
the future will hold more "adult,
at script real., contemporary" subjects.
editing."
Like his counterparts, Werner 
* *
sees more live-on-tape shows Television, 
of course, is most
"with a certain sense of imme. exciting when covering real-e-
dial:: in the future. He also vents. And NBC qtriesident Julian
hat we might
dard-length programs when the 
thin of doing away with stan-
Goodman says:
see is a return to more hyenas
on TV-particularly in the newsproject is right; of fine novels
area, offering some of the thingsserialized; of more format come- 
think television does best.
dy series (example: "Laugh•ln') rerhaps a regular program; mayberather thiin routine variety shows, 
and of all-specials nights ca lot, not hard 
news events. Let's say,
more of that"). for example. 
a world trade fair
"I'll like to take one night in Japan. .
some time to 'show the public The networks indicate 
littl
future sympathy for the opiniont
vi
elevision
! he 
rom around the 
says. ated, so-called "new journalism.'
Mike Dann, program boss of NBC News Chief Reuven Ftank
CBS-TV, which_ has attract offers the "classic definition or
many older viewers, says: American journalism: That it is
"Change is coming, and it's go- self-responsible rather than to
any outside aim or school ot
in4tc'tbesfairly drastic, I think. I thought." And Rich d laar . a id.
don't mean in permissiveness, or head--of CBS News, says of the
"newioumalism":
"Ws not new and it's not
journalism. It represents the
worst features of the early ['elm%
press of the United States. %nil
journalism means to get at the
truth without regard to personal
feelings or opinions," .
Salant's chief interest is go-
ing more air time for news.
Over at ABC-TV, news r,4
utive Bill Sheehan has the same
concern. Sheehan also thinks
the future's added stations, sitlu
mo
r.
FREE TRAVEL It ADVENTURE SERIES
"HIGHWAY TO PANAMILf.. CENTRAL AMERICAN
V ISIT"-
MURRAY STATE. UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM'
MONDAY. JANUARY 19 - 7:30 P.M.
Clip Free Ticket, and Attend!!
r--FREE TICKET 'OR YOUR t;.i0LE FAMILY :
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES
4Courte4, of Your 'Local'
• FEDERAL SAVINGS' & LOAN. BRAN 
,
304 „ MALTA
Co-Sponsor
GAMMA THETA UPSILON • 
HONOR SOCIETY IN GEOGRAPHY
Don't Miss This Travelogue:
"HIGHWAy TO PANAMA",,
MoLday, January 19, 1970-7:30 p.m.
HURRAY STATE UN IV ERS ITT AUDITOR I UM I
Get Additions free 11 eta Snensarv
GAMMA THETA
Honor Society in Geography
Murray State University
- or
Murray Branch
---/Wstleinsville Federal Savings and Loan ass/D.:lather
tSee Bruce Thomas or Helen Foley) , 304 E.
. _ 
Main
re specific audience groirp.s.
mayMean more live broadcasts-
"maybe proceedings of the
House of Representatives down
to city council meetings."
Such added channels 'Ina%
even result in.a counterpart io
t e uaergrounti, press;
Salant. "Of course they'll base
to dean up their langVage
little," he-says. "But I'll watch.-
WENGEN, Switzerland (UPI)
- Semi Duvillard of France
won the Lauberhorn Downhill
ski race over a drastically
shortened course in a time of
one minute, 50.21 seconds.
Washington
Window
By STEVE GERSTEL
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A
nearly a decade in prime Urn
with a pair of better than
drawing cards, the Demo
are scouring the casting stndi
for an act to put in the slo
Opposite President Nixon.
The Democrats have ask
for television time to respond to
Nixon's State of the U
message, Jan. 22, No sweat.
The problem is what to do with
It'
During the Kennedy-J
era the Democrats almos
doubled with glee watching the
Republicans put together some-
thing to serve as the GOP State
of the Union message.
First, there was the "Ev and
Charlie" show, which featured
Senate Republican Leader
Everett M, Dirksen and House
GOP chief Charles Halleck.
Even old Ev, the greatest
orator of them all, couldn't
quite put it over.
Tried Dir kseo-F or d
The Republicans picked up
Halleck's option and ran in a
new leader, Gerald R. Ford, to
team with Dirksen. That time
Dirksen, senator-like, overshot
his half of the allotted half-
hour, leaving Ford with a script
to be ad libbed down to size.
In desperation, the Republi-
cans turned to Sen. George
of -California and-
Mtn to put on a show. The old
song and dance man put
together a large, if not all-star
cast, for an all-GOP show from
the old Spreme Court cham-
.^. That bombed too.
Now, however, it's the
Republicans' time to laugh and
the Democrats' problern to
come up with some format
which can, at least, dent the
impact of a presidential Stale
of the Union message.
It won't be easy. In fact, the
Democrats still remember the
Eisenhower years when, faced
with a similar task, they never
found the right approach.
They certainly cannot put on
a "Mac and Mike" show with
top billing to Speaker John
McCormack and Senate Demo-
cratic Leader Mike Mansfield.
Age is a Factor
McCormack is 78. Mansfield
Is 66. Each has his virtues an4
abilities, Neither shapes up as a
likely TV symbol of the youth.
oriented forward look the
Democrats currently are trying
to cultivate.
For more of a "now" look the
Democrats could go to their No.
2 congressional leaders, Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy and Rep.
Carl Albert, but they might
have to bill it as the "Mutt and
Jeff" show. At the very least
this would pose a staging
problem.' Kennedy is a six-
toter while Albert measures
about 5 feet 2. He might have
to stand on a box.
'Mansfield said the entire
situation is in the talking stage
and indicated that the Demo-
crats might even forego it
response to-Nixon.
One possibility under discus-
sion is to gather a panel of
Democrats with expertise on
Issues and film therri in a give-
and-take session, In the Senate
-alone, the Democrats could
muster J. William Fnlbright on
foreign affairs, Edmund S.
Muskie on -pollution and George
S. McGovern on hunger.
ICE BOAT-The tanker Mobil-Chicago Is festooned with I alter a fairly short voyage from East Chreige; Ind., to Mil-
cargo of ice as well as fuel oil and gasoline below decks I waukee, Wis. Crewman,,niakes Iris way across slippery deck.
ew Session May Find Some GOP Senators On Civil Rights S Pot
By ROY MCGHEE
WASHINGTON (UPI) -More
than once during his first year
In office, President Nixon made
Senate Republicans squirm on
vital issues where he expected
party loyalty.
This yeat they'll be m-
ing some more on voting rights
and presidential election re-
form, among other things.
The most painful test for
Senate Republicans in 1969 was
Nixon's nomination of Judge
Clement F. Haynsworth Jr., to
the Supreme Court, The Pres-
ident lost on this one because
he could not exact enough of
party allegiance.
Loyalty Test
Now these same Republicans,
mainly those classified as
liberal-moderates, face another
tough loyalty test involving that
Most delicate of political issues,
civil rights.
Late last year. the House
repudiated its own Judiciary
Committee and apigtevecl Nix-
on's proposal to totally revamp
the 1965 Voting Rights Act.
The Voting Rights Act, as
conceived and carried out,
cikared only ,seven Southern
states which the government
found discriminated against
Negroes. Nixon's proposal
would scuttle many features of
the 1965 law and broaden the
act to cover discrimination in
all 50 states.
Civil Rights advocates fear
that broadening the act would
severely dilute enforcement
because of lack of personnel to
cart), it out. But they are ever
ni6te concerned over a section
of the administration bill which
would require the federal
government to prove discrimin-
ation. Under the 1965 act, the
burden of proof that they ar
not barring blacks from the
polls is on the states and
counties.
Victory For Nixon
The House decision was a
major political victory
Nixon did, ,in the view of
congressional' liberals, a major
setback to black voting in the
South.
About 800,000 Negroes have
been registered to vote under
the law, which provides for the
use of federal registrars where
local procedures are held to be
discriminatory. Civil rights
forces anticipate at least a
slowdown ..in Negro registration
unless the law is extended.
Some even fear that gains
already made could be rev-
ersed.
After a hurried strategy
session, Senate leaders Mike
Mansfield and Hugh Scott
Intercepted the House-passed
bill and sent it to the Senate
Judiciary Committee with in-
structions to return it to the
Senate floor for action March
That's when Republicans will
find themselves on the spot.
A Southern filibuster against
supplanting theSministration
proposal with a simple five-
year extension of the old voting
rights act seems almost cer-
tain. The Republicans, as th
have on every major civil
tights-bill in the last 10 Yeats;
will be asked to proyide the
votes needed to break the
filibuster.
Sen. Philip A. Hart, D-Mich.,
the leader of the civil rights
forces, concedes that without
Republican votes the filibuster
mug. be , also
concedes that Republican votes
will be harder to come by this
time because many GOP
senators are torn between their,
civil rights leanings and party
discipline.
•
"MEDICAID- FOR NIGIRIA—British airmen load 10 tons of
medical supplies for Nigeria into an RAF Hercules,plane. at
Lyneham, Eng., RAF,Station, at the civil war winds up.
MEKONG RESCUE A, grim-1.711...1Ni menalbrr yf Solityn.t f I.!,
7111 Division leads a h1intli41 buddy' back to the
luso .ift.i.r a tangle with a big-Viet (long unit in Ow
' Delta some
• .
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Burley Sal
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Here is a table of Wedna
burley tobacco sales in
tacky as reported by the
Department of Agriculture
Markets Pounds Sok
Bloomfield 19,338
Bowling Green -- 147,524
Carrollton 1.270,002
Covington ----USA°
Cynthi ana r 815,998
Danville 456,432
Franklin
Glasgow
Greensburg
Harrodsburg
Henderson
Hopkiasville
Horse Cave
Lebanon
Lexington
Lxinclan
Louisville
Mayfield
Maysville
Morehead
Mt. Sterling
Owensboro
Paducah
Paris
Richmond
No Sal
392,564
Nee Sale
108,436
No Sale
No Sale
347,468
187,230
3,231,288
78,836
388,456
No Sale
1,565,136
454,434
700,682
352,878
229,368
604,915
134,154
Russellville 24,808
Shelbyville 1,165,764
Somerset —160,370
Springfield 54,442
Winchester 401,064
Totals ISAIAS
Joe Neebles Rites
Today at Cadiz
CAM, Ky., Jan. 14 -T
eserrices for Joe Neebles,
be held at 2 p.m. Thum
Goodwin Funeral Home h
Burial will be Is Siloam
tery.
Mr. Neebles died at hi
here at 10 a.m. Tuesday.
He was a retired farm
was a member of Siloam
odist Church.
Survivors include his
Mrs. Gertie Hargrove N
three daughters, Mrs. Bi
ton of Paducah, Mrs.
Martin of Cadiz, and
James Bush of Princeto
sons, Roy Neebles of Cad
Billy Neebles of Na
Tenn.; three sisters, Mn
Creekmeir of Trigg
Mrs. Maggie Newberry
loway County, and Mn
Ellis of Jacksonville, Fla
en grandchildren, and twc
grandchildren.
R.
Reg.
Rev
Reg.
R
MI
A. m.
Impala.
It's got more re-sale
value because
irs got more to re-sell.
,
One of the nicest things about buying an Impala is selling it. Theses because selling it
traditionally brings back more of what people put into it in the first place. Money. --
Where does keep getting its higher resale value?. From features like those you
see below. Features which tatpktin wIy America's most, popular car for the last nine
years ;Aill updoubtedISf make ten in a row.
.Impala. More to drive. More to re,sell.
Body by Fisher
-
Computer-
selected springs
Hidden
radio antenna
Power disc brakes
411111111111.01
Mag0c-
Mirror finish
Longer life
exhaust system
Impala Custom Coupe
More resale value, —
more popularity, too.
Protective
Inner fenders
Widest front tread
in itsfield
Putting you first keepi us first. •
FACIE SEVEN THE LEDGE,R & TIMES - MI KRAY. KENTUCKY THURSDAY - JANUARY 1
Burley Sales
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Here is a table of Wednesday's
burley tobacco sales in Ken-
tucky as reported by the state
Department of Agriculture:
Markets Pounds Sold Avg.
Bloomfield
Bowling Green
Carrollton
Covington
Cynthiana
Danville
Franklin
Glasgow
Greensburg
Harrodsburg
Henderson
Hopkiasville
Horse Cave
Lebanon
Lexington
London
Louisville
Mayfield
Maysville
Morehead
Mt. Sterling
Owensboro
Paducah
Paris
Richmond
Russellville
Shelbyville
Somerset
Springfield
Winchester
Totals
19,338 865.48
147,524 62.95
1,270,092 71.91
345,480 67.85
635,996 70.29
456,432 66.93
No Sale
392,564 €8.38
Nei Sale
106,436 68.19
No Sale
No Sale
347,468 62.39
187,230 66.19
3,231,298 70.30
76,836 66.52
389,456 67.82
No Sale
1,565,136 ee.33
464,434 69.18
709,660 70.16
352,676 66.97
229,368 63.95
604,916 70.76
134,154 67.71
24,806 ea ,93
1,106,764 69.24
160,370 66.92
54,442 08.47
491,064 67.89
I3,354,66e 116.68
Joe Neebles Rites
Today at Cadiz
CADIZ, Ky., Jan. 14 -Funeral
services for Joe Neebles, 79, will
be held at 2 p.m. Thursday at
Goodwin Funeral Home here.
Burial will be In Siloam Ceme-
tery.
Mr. Neebles died at his home
bore at 10 a.m. Tuesday.
He was a retired farmer and
was a member of Siloam Meth-
odist Church.
Survivors include his wife,.
Mrs. Gertie Hargrove Neebles;
three daughters, Mrs. Bill Den-
ton of Paducah, Mrs. James
Martin of Cadiz, and Mn.
James Bush of Princeton; two
eons, Roy Neebles of Cadiz, and
Billy Neebles of Nashville,
Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Cara
Creekmeir of Trigg County,
Mrs. Maggie Newberry of Cal-
loway County, and Mrs. Cozy
Ellis of Jacksonville, Fla.; sev-
en grandchildren, and two great-
granddaldren.
Youth's
Body Is
Recovered
The body of a 14-year-old
youth who drowned in the Clark's
River Tuesday afternoon was re-
covered Wednesday morning by
a Marshall County rescue team
in about ten feet ot water.
The body of Mark Chumbler,
son of Mrs. Dorothy Churnbler,
Paducah Rt. 8, was recovered at
10:40 a.m. about one and a half
hours after dragging operations
got under way.
The rescue crew located the
body about 10 feet from where
it reportedly went down at about
2:15 p.m. Tuesday. The youth
had been sledding with a com-
panion when he plunged into the
ice-covered river.
Coroner John Barker, who was
on the scene Wednesday, ruled
the drowning was accidental and
said no inquest will be held.
Members of the Benton-Mar-
shall County Rescue Squad who
recovered the body were Gar-
land Roach end Fred Willie,
both of Benton. Other units in-
volved in the search were the
Paducah Fire and Rescue
Squad, state police and mem-
bers of the sheriff's department.
State police divers were on
their way to the scene Wednes-
day but the body was recovered
Ware their arrival.
Murray Man
Gets 3()-Day
Jail Term
One man was sentenced to a
term of 30 days at hard labor
end two were given suspended
asetences in McCracken County
Casa • Wednesday.
County Judge Andrew Palmer
ordered Robert Skinner, Mur-
ray, to 30 days at hard labor
for failing to support two minor
children. Skinner aLso was or-
dered to pay $25.50 court costs.
Palmer said if Skinner could
bring the support payments up
to date and pay the court costs
be will consider suspending the
remainder of the sentence.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
CAPE KENNEDY - Launch Director Robert H. Gray, comment-
ing on the launching of Comsat, America's first satellite of the
new decade:
"It looks like we bad a perfect flight on all vehicle systems.
It was a very smooth flight."
F:AYETTE, Miss. - Mayor Charles Evers, asked whether
It is true that three of the town's six policemen are quitting
along with the police chief:
"They haven't said anything to me about it, but they didn't
show up today so I guess they have."
WASHINGTON -Son, William Proxmire, D-Wis., challenging
the claim that the poor don't pay their bills:
"By and large, those who live in low-income neighborhoods
do 'pay their bills, even when the interest is exorbitant and the
merchandise is grossly overpriced."
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. - Police Chief Joseph P. Kimble,
reacting to reports that former Texas Police Chief Wayman
Dial, jailed here on charges of attempted burglarly, is wanted
In Texas on similar charges:
"Texas will have to get in line if they want this one."
BEN 1. RANKLIN LOW, LOW PRI(
CHILDRENS WINTER
JACKETS
All Colors and Sizes
LADIES
DRESSES & JUMPERS
$wo
Bonded Acetate
Many Colors
DOW NTOW N
SLACKS
Bonded and Denim Stretch-
$150 to $30°
Hospital Report
*ADULTS 102
NURSERY 8
. JANUARY 13, 1970
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Nancy Hampton1 1415
Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Bobble
Ferguson, Box 211, Murray;
Mrs. Dorotha Duncan, Rte. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Pauline Cooper,
Rte. 1, Hazel; Harold Calhoun,
Rte. 5, Benton ; Mrs. Grace
ey, Bee 586, Marren-Mrs;
Verlene Ezell, 515 9/Wineic
Murray; Mrs. Bobbie Dethrow,
508 So. 4th St., Murray; Stanley
Jackson, Rte. 1, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Vera Taylor, Rte. 5, Ben-
ton; Baby Boy Williams, 715
College Crt., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Virginia Geurin, 806 SlIa.•
Wa Circle, Murray; Mrs. Kath-
leen Dunn, 1015 Sharpe, Murray;
Miss Jerry McCallum, Rte. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Lana Gar-
land and Baby Girl, 202 So,
12th St., Murray; Miss Carla
Newman, Box 110 Woods Hall
MSU, Murray; Baby Girl Sho-
ffner, 502 Elm, Murray; Mrs.
Sue Wilson, 112 No. 7th St.,
Murray; Cleveland Richardson,
Box 3, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
DRUNK TEST UPHELD
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)-
The Ohio Supreme Court ruled
Wednesday the law ordering a
motorist to submit to a
chemical intoxication test was
constitutinnsl. The ruling was in
the case of Herbert G. Starn 
of Toledo, who claimed the law
was unconstitutional because it
permits unreasonable sear&
and seizure and compels a
person to be a witness against
himself.
BEARS GET CHAMPION
WILLIAMSTOWN, M a s s,
(MID- Mrs. Edwin Clark of
Williamstown has embarked on
a campaign to save the bears
In Massachusetts from extinc-
tion. She has started a petition
to be presented to the
legislature which would halt all
bear hunting in the state for
five years and establish a one.
week open hunting season each
year thereafter,
SKIRTS
$2"
Limited Sizes and Colors
SLACK SUITS
s5oo
Values to $12.45
LADIES SWEATERS
$300
Values to 57 00
Martha Hughes, 501 Chestn
Murray; Will Washer (Expired)
Rte. 7, Murray.
Alligator
COnS
and Other Brands
'45 Non '36
'40 Now '32
'35 Nan '26
'30 Non '24
'22 50 Nen '18
IIITT/11
SPORT
WRITSsap
e,
Ott. et tporili tea peon
•
NOW UNDERWAY
/
MENS SUITS
Hart, Schaffner & Mare Style Mart - Beribitown
Ftrptilar %Mt
Rag. '125 Sale '100
Reg. 1115 - - Sale '92
R. '67.50 - - Sale ' 70
R. '75.00 - Sale ' 60
R. '65.00 - - Sale ' 52
SWEATERS
v
oft. T....
Solvetlin of atm
25% Off
Ta at HISCICS- .1/2 Riga
Sport tint
R. 169.95 - '72
Res. '7995 44
Reg. 140.00  '32
Reg. '37.50 '30
Rey -
Reg. 19.95 1011
Orms sad lipost
SHIRT-17 -
REDUCED
MEN'S SHIRTS
Rattan ()own Collar
I. • II ON. (••••••••
25% OFF
MENS JACKETS
.25% off
Men's
Slacks
Reduced
SIR W. Mai. muitAY, Kr.,
7th treageray, MAYFIELD, KY, ,
(ROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Priest's
vestment
4•Detests
9-Household pert
'Main of
zodiac
13-Encomium
14-Exist .
15-Gossip
17•S4yle of coat
19-Ccrier
20-Part of flower
21•Anon
23•Senall amount
24-Temporary
shelter
27-Limb
28-Cooling
device -
29•Evergreen tree
'30-Chinese mile
31-Male
32-Dance step
33-That is
(abbr.)
34•Singing YOk•
36-Defect
37.1401!
38 .Winter .
Vehicle
39-Swiss river
40.1mEated
'41-Lure.
43-Snale
44-Tomato sauce
46-Terrified t1:
49.Everyone
50-Skid
52-Hawaiian
wreath
53-Sahara
w000Ft
54-Cams for
55-Once around
track
DOWN
I-1n music,
higb
3,Lomest
pert
4-Succor
5. Beverage
6-Prepos,tion
7-Henxi
111-Chair
9-Heiled
10-Macaw
11-Number
16-Measure of
weight
18 Openings
fence
20-Metal
fastener
21-Seasons
22-Bay window
23-Pronitnt
3$-Ingenuous
26 Cornered
28-Distant •
29-Vehicle
31,Fashoons
Anso,r r0 Yesterday a P1.177,t
wino Damn tir3
onmci mum OUR
UUMLEIM M3 ORd
orimiala
01111171r3:410
OMMUN DRM
3d i-JRAURdn UR
MMA PIRO mmmoa
mm nommotine
r1,312F171
OMB fr,, OF-MOM
omm num mnui
AWR EMU rIGIAM
'41)
32-Equality
35 -Irritate
36-Small rug
37-Dismay
39-Fruit
4CiResidu•
42-Obligatory
action
15
43-Matures
44-Headgear
45-Mohamlneden
Dame .
46-Total
47-Ocean
48-Gratuity
51 Preposition
2-Meadow Distr. by United satyrs Syndicate. Inc. /6
WINDS- WEEK IN RIMIGNATED TituCK Jenne Nig) 1!;trkyr
Sr. of Corsicana. Tex.. pals the heilsi of his son. :Jesse
1514ln 
 ii-
a Buffalo. N.Y.. hospital wha'c the boy was taken
11/rer spending a week In the back end 'if ;I refrigeiated
truck gums_ 4. rail Jroni Dui f a lo T1)e.
boy's temperature was below Au degrees when he witk Nand.. 
but he. is hai klo norina I
ler
SWEMEANTSERS
$350
CHENILLE
BEDSPREADS
$197
DRESSER SCARF
Plastic Lace
3$J00
SHEETS
Monticello by Cannon
No Irons - Flats
Fitted
White
Colored
Prints
$317
$397
MENS & BOYS
SPORT SHIRTS.
$150
Values $4.00
VALENTINE'
CANDY 8 PIIITY
ACCESSORIFS
GIRLS .
DRESSES
Values to $4.00
ELECTIII(: IRON
List Price 512.96
ROOM SIZE
Tweeds in Asstd. Colors
COFFEE MAKERS
$996
$886
Reg. $16,25
,6 Cup 
Reg. $10.95
22 Cup 
SHOWER CURTAINS
67
11.00 Value
TOWELS
---2$10o
BATH CLOTHS Reg. 15,  10'
Assorted Colors
PILLOW CASES
Montictilo by Cannon
No-iron
White 
Colored
Prints  
$r,
s237
BED PILLOWS
Also...
43.40 Value for 
$297
BEN FRANKLIN EVERYDAY SPECIAL
OUR EVERY DAY
LOW, LOW PRICE!
ENVELOPES
310
Regularly dr
OUR EVERY DAY
LOW, LOW PRICE!
FAVAL TISSUE
2 / 430
201 Two-Ply
.OUR EVERY DAY
1.0W, LOW PRICE?
-PAPER TtIVE11-
Vor
Jumbo Roll -
OUR EVERY DAY
LOW, LOW PRICE!
hOTEX
OUR EVERY DAY
LOW, LOW PRICE!
PAPER NAPKINS
340'
BEN FRANKLIN
"Come to Ben Franklin
Fridav
OUR EVERY -DAY. •
LOW, iiitt MUCEI ,
HAIR SPRAY 
SNUB BEAUTY.-
AOUA NET •
DOWN r()WN
... Ship Where Vt)tIr Netv.iiimkts
- 0 l' I
li: SO - 5 On
- 8:30-9:00 ,‘
rto
49$
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STAMPS GLUT MARKET
Profit Gone From Philately
NEW YORK (UPI): Millions of work-a-
day stamp collectors who thought their
hobby would earn them profit as well as
pleasure are learning differently today.
Most of them can't get face value for mint- •
conditftin-U. S. and United Nations stamps
dating hitr15 years unless they happen
to have some choice issues.
"I must tell you a sad story," said a
spokesman for Cross Stamp Co. of New
York to a man trying to sell about MO
Mint U. S. end UN singles and *wets
going back to 1954. "People heard about
three-cent stamps selling for hundreds
of dbliars and started buying heavily. So
the governrrient started printing heavily.
Aed they're a drug on the market today.
•THE MAN called "Mr. Philately"-
Jacques Minkus; 68, boss of 40 huge stamp
departments across the nation, publishers
of stamp books and albums-confirms this.
A courteous, soft-spoken man with
&WY *Yebrows, Minkus says "anyone
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
who advocates stamps u an investment,
unless the buyer Is willing to buy classic
-stamps with established markets, is either
misleading or dumb." Minims cited many
stamp bonanzas like the 1918 airmail for
24 cents which - today sells for as high ma
B33,000 because the engraver put the air-
plane upside -down in one sheet.
"BUT UNLESS you are willing to in-
vest money in proven stamps, or get
lucky," said Minkus, "you shouldn't get
into stamps to make_ money. If you do
you should consult a good dealer and
learn everything you can about the busi-
ness."
Ben Blumenthal, his general manager
and right-hand man, agrees. "If you're
talking about stamps since the govern-
ment started printing them by the mil-
lions, you can't-with some exception:-.-
get even face value for them. But tn.
bargains still come along. Like the 1954
UN Christmas three-cent and eight-ceri
pair which sells today for 820, or the 10th
anniversary UN souvenir sheet which coed
20 cents and.,now sells for $100."
Proposed Bill Measure
(Continued From Page 11
lotion which allowed one stu-
dent and one faculta, represent-
'tree to be named to the board
of regents of the state milieu,
and universities. The University
of Kentucky Beard of 'bestow
was increased by on student
representation and two faculty
members. 
Waver, the i"i esent-
sting have not had voting
rights, "Because the student and
bushy trustees have proven
their value on these important
boards, we have today intro-
duced this legisketkin," Hubbard
askL The measure would also
place voting student and faculty
representatives on the new
Northern Kenamdry State Col-
lege Boerd at,lefftest.
Sen. Willis* teLbailivsni
"Underarm, InMetlseed a !pea
ure callinefor sweeping chang-
es in Kentucky's election fin-
ance laws. Included in the bill
would be a provision exempting
campaign filing requirements
for members of Boards of Ed-
tanstion, local candidates and
those of third M six class cities.
A bill to redistrict the use' of
DDT was Introduced by Sea.
Wagon Pahner. D-Cvnthiana. It
would limit the use of the pes-
ticide to control of household
pests, termites, bats, rats, mice
"end any othecsee for which
there is no vete substitute."
The Senate adjourned after se
hour and one-half session until
1 p. m. today.
(Continued Frew Pip. U.
nesday by Clarence R. (Bs)
Miller, D-Louisville, would ex-
empt groceries whose principal
sales include food and drug
Was seiling principally drugs
and related items, from the pro-
vision of the state Sunday Clos-
ing Law,
It also would allow local goy-
nits tirmir ride in regtdat
ing Sunday sales A similar bill
was introduced earlier in the,
Senate by Senator Henry Beach,
D-Louisville.
Another bill introduced wed..
nesday by William Donnermey.
er, D-Bellevue, wcaild permit pol-
ice officers either of the state,
city or counties, to carry conce-
aled weapons.
Also introduced Wednesday
were bills:
- Exempting Servicemen from
Kentucky's income tax law, intro-
duced by Rep. Mae Street Kidd.
D-Louisville.
- Liberalizing the state work-
men's compensation law intro-
duced by Rep. John 
w,,
D-Cyriblans 
- Forebidding foreclosure on
mortgages on property abandon-
ed by the mortgagor.
- Permitting Old Age Assis-
tance recipients to live with their
children without losing their leg-
ibility status, introduced by Rep,
Dar& Allen, D-Royalton.
The House reconvenes at 1
p.m. EST today.
(Continued From Pam 1)
nine study now bang eamplei-
ed for buiLding on the new
14KSC campus.
"Dr. Steely is MT to a fine
sawt, and as soon as he Irene
fens here on a permanent bas
Is is certain to take his full
and prcperty place mama the
top collegiate administrators."
Will Frank has done well for
a country boy.
ONE HIJACKER DIDN'T GET TO CUBA - - # panamanian na-
tional guardsman points to bullet holes in.th-i door 6f aC-47
transport plane which Jorge Tulio Caballero, 20, attempted
• to hijack--trehba. The youth was killed in a burst of gun-
fire as he tried to escape through a door of the plane when
the'pilot refused to refuel at Panamaleity.
Calloway -
(Continued Prom Page 1)
man and Water Safety Chair-
man. Jayne Scott, Red Cross
Youth Leader, will coordiaete
the fund drive in the element-
ary and hi a echools.
Field Monlgomery presented
a request from the kcal medi-
cal staff to discuss with the
board tilt, PasedithiZ.,P1 Yew*
tiblideng the Red Cress Blood
Program. He said that in the
*Mon of the medical staff
and hospital adminiseration the
Bed Cross Blood Bank had pro-
vided the best quality and most
economical method of blood
provision for the community.
Several directors commentet
that this board had done every
thing in its power to maintain
the program, and had attempted
for years to alert the public OD
its value, but coeimunity sup-
hid not been obtained. It
was pointed out that during its
Last year only 91 local people
donated blood, although the
quota was 788. The program
was maintained throughout its
duration only because of the
participation of R. 0. T. C. and
other students from the mil:
versity.
The beard ind:•:•ated its will-
ingness to discuss the situation
with any one who had concrete
ideas on how the program could
be financed and donors pro-
vided. It was noted, also, that
individual coverage can be main-
tained for Calloway County citi-
zens by their donation at near-
by bloodmobile visits.
Others attending the meeting
were Hairnet Ellis, Charles
Hale, Robert 0. Miller, Ann
Hays, Henry Holton, Leonard
Vaughn, James C. Williams,
Directors, Susie McDevitt, Mar-
vin Wrather, Service Chairman,
and a guest, Hollis Miller, ben-
iater ad the University Chirch
of Christ.
WILL MISS GAME
LOft ANGELES (UPI)- Joe
Kapp, the Minnesota Vikings'
quarterback who suffered a
Shoulder injury in the Super
Bowl game, will miss the Pro
Bowl Sunday in Los Angeles.
Replacing Kapp as one of the
West's quarterbacks will be
Bob Berry of the Atlanta
Falcons. Roman Gabriel of the
Los Angeles Rams is the other
West QB.
re****PA *********** tr** * ***lira ****** **** * ** * ** *** *****
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IN AMERICA DESIGNED-TO PROVE
THAT THE WORD SMALL DOESN'T
AUTOMATICALLY STAND FOR CHEAP. 
AntiawsoricaIr_
"THE LITTLE RICH CAR"
THE HORNET-IS THE MST CAR
**************a***
CAIN It TREAS.
-Coldwour Rd. SALESMAN- JIM GREGORY•
tvis
,*
t3-6448 /
C.allewey County has no ast-
standing bonds with the weep
Urn of the general obligation
bonds for the hospitaL
The city has urine as such, how-
ever the water system and the
gas system have a number of
bonds outstanding.
Construction ideas have chang-
ed over the years. Work has
been progressing on the new
girl's darm at the university
In spite a the weather. Even
pouring concrete. We presume
the same goes with the new
Pane Arta acidities, we just
have sot gone down that way
,
Sumer the other Atilt was
right down our alley: rout beef,
mashed potatoes, gravy, corn-
bread and beam. Satre we were
about coffeyed out, we drank
hot tea.
Topped this off with scene We
filled with fruit and mats and
jut to make the whole thing
icemplete• we finished- toreltha---- -
a chocolate cowered chem. PRAGUE BLACKED OUT
All of this to the Wee of Perry
meson (he won the case) and PRAGUE (UPI)- A major
-Huntley-Brink.ley. "power fallurti _blacked out most
. of ' Prague Tuesday night and
Folks at the house began to Wednesday morning. Officials
leave sutl'go in all directions said the power loss, whicla
leaving the wife and us there affected northern and c
SEEN & HEARD . . Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
opened mixed in moderat
trading today on the New York
Stock Exchange.
The market's recent pattern
of drifting downward ttsas
convinced some analysts it may
be building a base for a short
term rally in the near future.
But the low volume of the past
four sessions appears to indi-
cate' that investors hill remain
cautious at least until after
they have some basis to make
a judgement about the direction
In which the economy will go in
1970. Most apparently were
awaiting President Nixon's
State of the Union and budget
messages before making that
judgement.
Shortly after the opening the
UPI marketwide indicator was
up 0,02 per cent on 448 issues 
crossing the tape. Advances
and declines were even at 158
each. The Dow Jones industrial
average was off a fraction. -
Merck & Co. gained lito 1114
while Gillette Was up % tO .
Consolidated Foods last % to
38.
In the oils Atlantic Richfield
roar% to 84%, Mobille to 44%,
Cities Service % to-38% and 
Occidental 'A to 23%. 13uP
Texaco lost 1/4 to 29'on a block
of 10,000 shares. Jersey Stan.
staring at the walls AO We ell• Bohemia, was eaused by thegage in a guile of Scrabble. We misty weather which accempa_
acc the first one and lost the nied a thaw after a month-long
seccad game' °ur maxi as' cold spell. They said most ofsomewhat boggled by than  the power near the center of
jag t° think 4:14 all those w°rds so we called it a draw and nev- 
Prague had been restored by
early Wednesday afternoon.&held the super bowl game to
decide the grand winner.
The only trouble with us in
playiegtiry to thiscenkaofehl:ogneis 
word
likwee Guest star
R z . .
superannuated inataad of set,. -ossano -ra .zi gu soar
tling for a word like "g" or 
110/11U(11 II) (UPI) -
will est st
"dog". We held on te a h h of "Name of the Game titled..,
letters trying to spell "ops- 
with Robert .'"tail in an ni.... dr 
clue and finally got rid cd some -Backward, With 
Averted Gaze.
of ' them only to get the mime The l .S. Supreme Lourt first
ing "col in __the nest drew- convened in 1790 in Nita York
That's the way X goes how- CA).
ever.
You have to keep remembering
that it is only a game and that
it is played for fun, otherwise
you will get all shook up.
Indict 4
In Deaths Of
2 Policemen
LOUISVILLE tPii The
Janatiry .Jefferson County
grand jury has indided
four men charged with the
Dec. 30 shooting deaths of
two pnlitemen.
Indicted on two cNirc.es
each of • willful murder,
..armed robbery • and-mali•
tious shooting and wound-
ing are Larry Tyrone Len-
ston, 18, his' brother. .Ie-
rome Jr., 21 ,.Thomas Ancs
Scott Jr., 20. and 'ErneA
Lee Crutcher, 34, all of
Louisville. -
Larry Lenston and Stott
were arrested at the scene
-of the gun battle at Green.
well's Market.
Patrolman Donald W11-
liam Caskin. 31, and DeIec •
jive James R. Ratliff, 47,
were killed
Patrolmen George NV
Grissom. 24. and Deteel ,, ,
Robert C. Carter, 32. Vlf
wounded in the meter
Mint Quirk
4-
Al.BUQVERQIF;, c.
going to talce any
nickels for his coop r '
Ile's been tolfl t he 1r,,,r if •
• efilp coold Aorih tip 1,
000 —
McCanIc. an 'rn
Sandia -('rr'l' ii Alittpot ,
said the c,aii \l;tsii Iii I
parent k liv accident
1.* S nkml. in Dein ..r inIrcrt
Ntccanls so. h('̀S ' )
pot his_cupper-mckcl ert
marka to see if
worth as' ouch
2=11=M=M=C 
(aii lir :Ir. 1 11,;(' \i‘ 1411 ,: I:
`I.ottit r
arrativsfi is dli Fitt ,1 %
of l',of 1•,r ttl tl
Int I.,. Moon
l()I Jiii doll %an-Var.:1. I
THURSDAY - JANUARY IS. MO
ass-
ONE DEAD IN $1 mtLuctpi ANCHORAGE FIRE-Smoke pours from the Gold Rush Wtel in
Anchorage, Alaska, as a "pre-dawn fire rages ,through the three-floor structure, killing one
person, leaving nine others missing and doing damage estimated at $1 million. Fireinen
fought the blase seven hours in sh temperature before they could search for bodies.
dard also was off ̀ ,4 to 62. off % to 1094 and Motorola 1
General Motors fell % to 67% to 126.
while Chrysler gained % to U.S. Steel and Bethlehem
3254,..,,„ Ford and American were steady at 34% and 25'2,
Motors Were unchanged at 40% respectively.
and 10, respectively. Walt Disney lost 21/4 to 150,
In the electronics, IBM Xerox 78 to 106% and Sears
gained 1% trar 3751/2, General-to 67% . United Aircraft eased
Electric 1/4 to 74%. But Sperry 3,/s to 35%. General Dynamics
Rand lost % to 37 on a block of was steady at 26. Eastman
10,000 shares. Control Data was Kodak .added I s to 80% while
1:115'.! E.'E EL= E:= E".1 a.
n!
Du Pont lost I/8 to 102%.
American Airlines was up 1/4 to
26. Pan American surrendered
1/4 to 13.
American Telephone was' •
unchanged "at 49%. Diebold'
eased 58 to 68% on a 10,000_
.share block and Twentieth
Century Fox was unchanged at
19 also on a 10,000 share block.
=:= SUB,.
PRESCRIPTIONS ...
Our Profession
Service...
Our Trademark
W PRICES...
Our Pledge
9-9 MON. -SAT.
p.m. thru 6 p.m .
UN DAY
iiii:Ei HI
III
BE L -Al
-)HOPPING CE NTEI,
111\10111 111111. 1111111\ PH. 7J3-8304
es 2:1 EX- E:E E:a caa:a can:a mica a:a re.s ani
Tim ol o SAL,E!
Friday - Saturday - Sunday Afternoon
CHAIRS
BANK AMERICARD
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CRIER
Murray, Ky.
—•••••••
MONDAY THRU
SATURDAY
9-00 -
9 00 P
FREE PARKING
flesh SUNDAY
I P TO 6 P M •
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POI SALA
1.1180 TOWN & Country. J
hone, 12' x 85'. Spanish
tee oversized bedrooms,
with private bath, ov•
beams in living room, car
living room and bedroom
home cost *000.00 lee
IQ months ago. We hayi
$3600.00 off on it, For a
fraction of this amount
be yours. Phone 753-795t
200 p. m.
WAREHOUSE liquidatics
price sale or more. Al
furniture featuring Jamie
springs and mattress set,
bar $159.00 now only
Compton-White Building,
lend Sheeping Center, h
HOLY BIBLE, $6.50.
Fryer by Mummy, $8.00
lamp, $3.00. Wheelbarrow
er, $4.00. Bird feeders,
Phohe 753-1712.
MAYTAG washer and K6
electric range. Call 753-3
Wass 8:00 a. m. and 6:04
SENIOR CITIZENS-Savi
ey on your prescriptice
matter what the drug. N
.5435.' who the _Pioolor.
save you money. Uncle
Discount Pharmiley. All
maletions filled by a reg
Pheneacist--Save with
apraymist spec
twit, EtheitAuly
guilt arrived from, Cog
' petits& Holland Drug.
BALD WIN, PIANOS end
:7-buy or rent. 1 used
grand piano, 1 used Spi
wrio, 1 used Baldwin org
twirdo Pisa° OntoPai
*ernes from post offi
Paris, Tennessee.
FIVE ARC registred mi
trachshund puppies,
males, two females. Ca
0303.
Ilvo WELL TRAINED
Hounds, four end five
old. Male and female.
753-6349 after 5:00 p. m.
FAXMALL diesel traetc
del 460, less than 50 hot
ee complete overhaul. V
eept smaller tractor
equipment as partial pi
Phone 489-2691.
PIANOS, GUITARS, Ban}
others. airistmas special
Baldwin, also 5 foot
Grand. Reed's Muir., if
Phone 132741065, Benton,
REGISTERED Irish se
pies. Phone 753-1748.
MIXED GRASS HAY. I
barn; 750 delivered. Bill
Forsee Tractor Co. Phor
25.13.
LARSON 14 FT Run-
boat and trailer with
motor. 1966 model. Bo.:
skis included. Phone 73
1969 SINGER Golden flip
ic Zig-Zag sewing machin
ly guaranteed. $53.47 c,
terms. Write Credit Mi
Post Office Boa 51, Part
nessee. Phone 642-7757.
TOY APRICOT Poodle p
Six weeks old. Phone 75
WE RAVE a few more oi
and 110 and 220 electric
era. Also electric blanks
you got a Mini-bike for (
rnas, we have radios for
at special prices. Carmen;
niture, 103 North 3rd.
USED GB RADIOS and
nu, base and mobile. Mi
channels. Both for $110,
753-1748. Must sell.
500 BALES of rescue ane
othy hay. 600 bale at the
hone 753-6019.
UPER M PARMALL with
steering, three point
d Masseydrerguion 3-11
lows. Phone 753-5405 01
0 SINGLE beds with
and springs. Like
hone 7534684.
AIR OSTER animal ell
ir white service shoes
si B; also will do baby :
my home. Phone 753
ANTEDat the: JanLanadrsTer 66.191as
sass bring by the offt
4th Street
ANTED: Weaning pigs
A project. Phone 75:
Solid Or.Patchwork-Naughyde
'Tweeds And Fiorals-
RECLINERS
Others '3333
Tables
End & Coffee
0
$11 418 8Each
Solid Oak With Pecan Finish
---t••••••••
!I!
1.960 TOWN & Country mobile
tome, 12' x 85'. Spanish motif,
two oversized bedrooms, each
with private bath, overhead
be in living loom, carpet in
living room and bedroom's. This
home cost $8,000.00 leas than
IQ months ago. We have paid
4.00.00 off on it For a snail
of this egoo(mt it can
bit yours Phone 753-7950 after
2:00 P. In.
WAREHOUSE liquidation half
price sale or more. All new
furniture featuring Jamison box
egging' and mebtress set, regu-
lar 4150.00 now only $79.50.
Compton-White Building, Dixie-
Id Shopping Center, Murray
J-16-C
HOLY BIBLE, $6.50. Cooker
Fryer by Mummy, $8.00. Desk
Lamp, $3.00. Wheelbarrow plant-
er, $4.00. Bird feeders, $6.00.
Phohe 753-1712. J-16-NC
MAYTAG washer and Kenmore
electric range. Call 753-3142 be-
tween 8:00 a. m. and 5:00 p. m.
J-16-C
SENIOR CITIZENS-Save mon-
ey on your prescriptions. No
matter what the drug. No =st-
ile, who tfr .1)octor.. Vie -
save you money. Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmaley. All pre-
scriptions filled by a registered
Pharmacist-Save with Safe-T.
1-16C
:BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
o-buy or rent. 1 used Balwiri
grand piano, 1 used Spinet pi-
ano, 1 used Baldwin organ.
tierdo Piano Company . .
seeress from post office . .
Paris, Tennessee. H-1TC
FARMALL diesel tractor,
del 460, less than 50 hours sin-i
oe complete overhaul Will ac
PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special. used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Mimic, Hwy U.
Phone 527-8965, Benton, Ky.
Jae.
MIXED GRASS HAY. Mt
barn; 75e delivered. Billingto
Forsee Tractor Co. Phone 7
LARSON 14 FT Run-A
boat and trailer with 46
motor. 1966 model.
skis included. Phone 753-1593
1969 SINGER Golden ftip-o-ma
ic Zig-Zag sewing machine.
ly guaranteed. $53.47 cash
terms. Write Credit Manager
Post Office Box 51, Paris, T
nt.'s's. Phone 642-7757. 3-
WE HAVE a few more oil, gas
and 110 and 220 electric heat-
ers. Also electric blankets. If
you got a Mini-bike for Christ-
mas, we have radios for them
at special prices. Carraway Fur-
niture, 103 North 3rd. J-154
USED GB RADIOS and anten-
nas, base and mobile. Multiple
channels. Both for $110. Call
753-1748. Must sell. 1-15-P
500 BALES of Fescue and Tim-
othy hay. 60e bale at the barn.
• hone 753-5019. 1-194
M FARMALL with pow-
steering, three point hitch
d ILassesoFergueon 3-12 inch
lows. Phone 753-5485 or 753-
1-19-P
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DO YOU OWN A MOBILE HOME, HAVE A LOT
AND WANT A NEW HOUSE?
We will move your mobile home to a trailer park and
build you a new home on your present lot. This new
home could be occupied in approximately 60 days. Sixty
plans to chose from. Financing can be made available
for 30 years if you can qualify. The value of your present
mobile home will be applied to the price of your new
house. Provisions for a payoff on your trailer will be
made for you. All work and arrangements are done by
a local company.
Send Coupon to: P. 0. Box 32-0, Murray, Ky. 42071
INCOME PROPERTY-Practio
ally new brick tri-plex located
close to downtown Murray.
Hach epagtment has 2 bedrooms
and ceramic bath, drapes, air
conditioner and electric range
R51.1411/%1TV 
bedroom brick with family room,
2 amac baths, central heat,
oning, built In range, dish-
washer, disposal drapes, 2-cse
garage.
WESTWOOD SUDBIVISION -
3-bedroom brick with central
heat and air, 2 ceramic baths,
large panelled family room, car-
peting, kitchen built-ins, car-
port, cortside storage.
LARGE 3-BEDROOM home on
1 acre wooded Ict, only 3 miles
from Murray. Has 2-oar garage,
2 ceramic baths, carpeting, kit
then built-ins, plus a large den
with fireplace.
1615 BELMONTE DRIVE-3-
be4room brick with central heat
and air, carpeting, 1% ceramic
baths, kitchen built-ins storm
doors and windows, carport, and
80' x 220' lot-
1620 CATALINA - 3-bedroom
brick with central heat and air,
draperies, carpeting, 1% ceram-
ic baths, kitchen built-ins, storm
doors and windows, carport.
Owner will trade for farm pro-
perty.
INCOME PROPERTY IN HAZ-
EL:
3-BEDROOM frame home with
asbestos siding. H.as good 3-
room garage apartment attach-
ed.
2-BAY Service Station on US
641, in Hazel. A good and pro-
fitable business is currently be-
ing operated at this location.
2-BEDROOM FRAME, home on
blacktop road, 3% miles S. E.
of Murray. A real buy at $5,500.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home in
Almo. Well maintained, has
storm doors and windows, ga-
rage and 3/4 acre lot.
43 ACRE FARM. with good 2-
bedroom frame home. 14 acre
corn base and 124 acre tobac-
co base. Located approximately
4 miles from Murray.
90 ACRE FARM near New Pro-
vidence.
110 ACRES on blacktop road,
approximately 10 miles S. E.
Murray.
SPECL&L OFFERING-Fine res-
identiel lots in Fairview Acres,
Jackson Acres and Lynnwood
Estates. Also, see us about a
new home in one of these sub-
divisions with attractive financ-
ing available to qualified buy-
TO BUY--see us. TO SELL-
list with us.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
& Maple Street Phone 753.7333.
Home phones: Fulton Young.
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753'
1534.
NICE FURNISHED apartment
for three or four college boys'.
Also nice private room with kit-
chen privileges. Phone 753-5865
days, or 7534108 after 4:00 p.
m. TFC
for ec
lege Issfyi: Also furnished ga-
rage apartment for two college
boys. Phone 753-3040. 1-16-C
UNIVERSUTY Heights Mobile
Home Park located on N. 16th
St., will have 2 mobile homes
available for theThpring semes-
ter. Only two minutes from
campus. Married couples only.
For appointment to inspect
hone 436-5862, 753-7905 or 753-
7770. J-21-NC
PICK-UP, delivery service one.
ed on shoe shines at Hogs-
buckle's Barber Shop. (WWII
you have 5 or more pair.) CaU
753-3685. TVNC
PROMPT and guaranteed wash-
er, dryer, rang., dishwasher
and refrigerator service. Paul's
iPhone 753-9835. Jan.-19C
FOUR ROOM furnished garage
apartment. Located at 714%
Poplar St., OT phone 753-2812.
1-15-C
ROOMS FOR girls. Air condi-
tioned, electric heat, private en-
traoce, cooking privileges, 1603
College Farm Road. Phone 753
2377.
10' x 50' MOBILE HOME, niee-
ly furnished. Located two miles
east of Murray. Families pre-
ferred. coestact 762-3737, 8:30
a. m. to 4:00 p. m. '3-19-P
12 MONTH LEASE on furnish-
ed apartmnX, one block from
university. $135.00 per month
plus utilities. Must pay six mon
ths rent in advance. Shown by
appointment only. John Pasco
7534640. ' .1-19-C
NEATErrFURNLSHED two-bed-
room apartment. Den and kitch-
en combination, located 100
South 13th Street. Kelly's Pest
Control. J-16-C
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart-
ments, central heat and sir,
built-in range, ceramic tile bath,
carpet throughout. Call or see
Gene Steely, Southard. Shop-
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
753-7850. 1-27-C
UNFURNISHED five room
house, newly decorated. Adults
only. Phone- 753-3779. 1-17-C
SMALL FURNISHED apartment
for one permit Private entran-
ce. Phone 753-7506, 3-17-C
THREE-ROOM furnished apart-
inent one-half block from Uni-
versity. Carpeting, tile bath and
garbage disposal. Can be seen
at 1407 West Main.- 1-17-C
NICE SLEEPING rooms for
boys, one block frogeocampus.
Phone 7534425 or 13-5962.
ATTRACTIVE 5 1/4% loan can 
be transferred to buyer of cosy
two-bedroom brick home. Mon fog aid batteries for .11 ke-
th-IY payments, $79.00. Phone hearing Mdi, Wallia Dr.
753-3263 or 753-010. J-1/-C
REDUCED for quick sale. Own-
er leaving Murray, January lit
Two-beiroom home with extra
large living and dining room
Newly redecorated. Shag car-
peting throughout, beautiful
draperies and wall paper, elec
tric heat and air-conditioning.
New Frigidaire appliance-1, in-
cludes range with self-cleaning
oven, refr lerator with vertical
freezer and automatic ice mak-
er, also dishwasher and prime
disposal. This is an interior
decorators home and must be
seen to be appreciated. 920 N
leth St. Phone 753-1474 or
4775 after 5:00 p. a. for
point:sent
ELECTROLUX SALES & See-
!rice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
IL Sanders. Phone 3623175
et Kentucky. Jan.-311C
GLORIA (Doodle) Latimer is
now employed at the Murray.
Beauty Salo% She invites all
of her friends to call her there
for an appointment, 753-3143.
FOUR-BEDROOM 'green stained
Atrium house Central beat and
air, carpeted, double garage,
fireplace, large court yard, city
wheel- district. Phone, 7530111.
J-14-C
WANTED: Partner in 'new Bait
usiness, no capital needed.
Trailer space free. Call 474
2280. .1-17-P
LOST: Black and tan coon deg,
male, wearing two inch leather
collar with salver buttons Anse-
l= ip mime of Jittlie.. If seep
call 753-7875. J-15-C
DUN-RITE Roofing and Siding
Co. Shingle and roll roofing and
repairs. Aluminum siding.
Guaranteed workmanship.
Phone 489-2425. Feb.-3-C
FREE PICK-UP and delivery
on all traotor overhaul lobs in
January or February. Billing
ton-Forsee Tractor Co.. Phone
753-2532 1-13-C
SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If
you are experiencing difficul-
ties with your septic tank call
today, your problems may be.
solved by simply pumping out
your tart& -Oat- Steely- &-
num, Southside Stopping Cent-
ee, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7860.
J-20-C
UGH! Those January Bills. Re-
laa--yoli can pay than from
your earnings as an Avon Rep-
resentative-find out bow right
now-call quickly-Mrs. Evelyn
L Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady
Grove Road, Marion: Ky. 42064
Phone 965-3363. 11-.1-16-C
WANTED: Woman to clean eb-
bing or retired couple to help
around Resort. Cypress Resort
K, 2, Buchanaii, Tenn. Phase
area code 901-247-3315. 15 miles
Murrayat  on 121 South-
42ple in person.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sin-
cere thanks and appreciation to
those who were so thoughtful
and kind to us after the sudden
death of our father Orville C.
Herndon. A special thanks to
the Emmanuel Missionary Bap-
tist Church for food and to the
friends and neighbors for floral
arrangements and consolation.
May God Bless you.
The Children:
Carolyn St. Martin
Toy Todd
Rebecca Willson
Gary Herndon
ITC
110ITNBUCKLE'S BARBER SHOP
213 Spruce Street Phone 753405 '
Open
- Closed Sundays -
OFFERING ALL SERVICES ...
HAIRCUTS 
SHAVES 
SHAMPOO 
40U DON'T KNOW N.(THING
ABOUT GRACE OR BAPTISM
OR MOSES OR ANYTHING
I JUST SAW AN
ANIMAL WITH
THREE LEGS
ANp. NO  
HEAD
EVERYTHING'S GON6 AS PLANNED,
GOVERNOR. SCRAPPLE ACCEPTED MATTIE
WiTHOUT OLIEST/ON: SHE'LL KEEP-FIER
EYES ON 714I1-166 WHEW to:4 NOT AROUND.
DON'T VOORRY ABOUT A 7HiNG
Be, ,/  • it . ykr• ,•••••11
.1. • •••••••• 5v• Oce**
1969 MARK I, 351 engtne, au-
tomatic transmission, console,
wide oval tires, new car bade
In. Low mileage. $2995. Parker
Ford, Inc., 7th and Main. Plow
753-6273.
1988 CHEVROLET Caprice, twe
door hardtop, V-8 engine, auto-
matic tranunimion, air coodi-
soiling, power steering and
brakes. Black vinyl roof, light
green paint. Local one owner.
42495.00. Patter Ford Inc., 7th
and Main Street. Phone 753-
5273. J-16-C
1968 FORD four door sedan, V-8
engine, automatic transmission,
Mr conditioning, power steer-
ing. White / blue trim. Only
$1895.00. Parker Ford, Inc,
7th & Main Street Phone 753-
5273. .1-16-C
1964 CHEVROLET Impala two
door hardtop, V-8 engine, auto-
matic transmission, two tone,
blue / white. New car trade In,
.00. Patter Ford Inc. 7th
& Main. Phone 7534273. J-16-C
North Carolina is also know
as the Old North State.-
* * *
On June 25, 1950. the North
Koreans crossed the 38th parallel
to invade South Korea and start
the Korean War.
THP EE
LEGS AND
NO HEAD ?
SHOW ME
I GUESS COMOr 7' THE E116 CITY
FROM A BOONDOCKS MUSTA BEEN
ROUGH QN YOU, 700-- BUT Vu
DIDN'T LET IT JOCK "CU. WELL-
I HOPE I CAN coNALic-Af.
6000 AS you DID/
Alor TH L L
TA K E OWIL PLAC ES
IN MS LI'L LIFE.r.•
NO, GENOCIDE Seeking to
alia`y fears, Jchn M. Garba,
Nigerian ambassador to
Italy, says in Rome that "it
is not the intention of my
government to carry out re-
prisals or genocide" against
inhabitants of secessionist
Biafea. He said military
forces have been instructed
to take care of civilians, the
sick and wounded.
PAEOC Board MOM
Tonight In Murray
-The
board of directors of the Pur-
chase Area Economic Oppor•
tunity Council will hold its regu-
lar monthly meeting at Murray
City Hall Thursday at 7 p.m.
Alton Arnold, chairman of the
Council will preside at the meet
log.
Colored or plain popcorn
dropped on a freshly iced cake
makes a beautiful dessert for
special occasions.
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Hobby
Farming Is
-IV-owned-C.6
Farming just to reap a tarloss
is big business.
But the nation's independent
business owners cast a dubious
eye on such "hobby farming"
by wealthy people and big cor-
poration.
While millions of Americus
eke out a living by farming,
some large farms and ranches
are operated mainly for the tax-
able loss which can be applied
against large incomes from other
sour c es. Because of farm-opera-
ting deductions, it's possible- to
show a tax loss even where a
cash gain is realized.
Representative John C. Cul-
ver of lows and Senator Lee Met-
calf of Montana have put a lid
on this loophole. Their bills
would limit farm "losses" which
could be deducted from other
income to $15,000 a year.
A poll by the National Fed-
eration of Independent Business
finds 74 percent of the nation's
business owners supporting this
proposal, only 19 percent against
such a limitation, and 7 percent
undecided.
Businessmen in Kentucky re-
sponded with 75 percent urging
passage of the bills, 21 percent
dissenting and 4 percent undecid-
ed.
Besides- the abuse et tar de-
ductions intended for farmers,
and the resulting loss of Federal
revenue, businessmen see other
negative aspects of tax-sheltered
farming. Farm prices may suffer
in part because of tax-motivated
farmers who are not too con-
cerned with the prices they re-
ceive, since lower prices simply
mean bigger tax reductions from
their major incomes.
And some farm speculatioo
Movie stars and highly-paid celee Wall Streetmay be traced to this activity.
brities are among those who
seek a shelter in farms.
Supporters of the Metcalf and
Culver bills believe the I
limit on farm losses would bring
in between $200 million and $300
million a year to the Treasury.
The bill would permit tax loss-
es to exceed $15,000 only if these
consisted of taxes, interest,
Losses from theft, fire, storm or
draught, and loss from sale or
exchange of property. Thus, in
effect, it would limit the use of
special farm deductions for cap-
ital costs and inventory, deprec-
iation on buildings and machite
ery, livestock deveciation, and
the like.
A farm which breaks even on
a cash basis but shows a tax loss
of $50,000 ,when subtracted from
$200,000 income from other
sources, can reduce tax liability
by $30,000 or more, the Federa-
tion calculates.
Congress, in its tax reform
deliberations, has considered
disallowance of "artificial"
farm losses over $25,000 when
Boo-farm income exceeds $50,-
000, and also full disallowance
of losses when farming is curl-
ed on without reasonable expec-
tation of profit, that is, losses
over $25,000 in three out of five
years.
Three-fourths of the ilidePeo•
dent business owners want the
tougher limitation of the Met-
calf and Culver bills, in the be-
lief that farming should be left
to farmers.
Chatter
process of base-building In the
stock market his been going on
since mid-1969, Spear & Staff
says. Large stock gains can be
expected this year and in the
early 1970's.
Even as the Dow-Jones
Industrial Average was drop-
ping, sizeable investment fund:
were moving into egette:
Possessing growth glelilles
the 1970's. Tb41 wil
have periodic ra1101
ally in the first part e(-tia
year, but these should tit
regarded as buying Ogportuni.
ties, the firm says.
Investors will be watching
several upcoming events dose,
lv. namely the next Fealaral
Reserve Open Market Commit-
tee meeting and the annual
round of Presidential messages
(State of the Union, Budget,
etc.), observes Shearson, Ham-
mill & Co. Whether or not
azkvAlift dramatic emerges
from these two events, the
market seems to have regained
some stability, the firm says.
"It is entering a period when a
good number of stock scan do
well despite tile clear cut
deterioration in business and
corporate earnings in general."
There is a widespread feeling
that with the year end rally
new over, the market in terms
of the popular averages will go
back and test the mid.
December lows, says E. F.
Hutton. The market, however,
is not displaying the pattern
which usually precedes signifi-
cant weakness. Technically, it
developed some underlying
strength last week, the firm
says, with the breadth indixes
divergino from the direction of
the popular Storages, possibly
portending foOper rally at-
tempt.
President Grover Cleveland
married Frances Folsom, daught-
er of his Buffalo, N.Y., law
partner, in a White House cere-
mony June 2, 1886.
Growing market
in aquarium fish
SINGAPORE (UPI)—Exports
of aquarium fish, a growing in-
dustry here, amounted to $1.4
million in the first 10 months of
1969, an increase of $200,000
over the entire year of 1968.
Export value is expected to
exceed $1.66 million for all
1969, compared with $900,000 .
and $1.2 million for 1967 and
1968, respectively,
/- Noir hear this; •
dashing commuters
GOTEBORG, Sweden (IfP)—
Gotebores "running commuter"
has stopped runrring.
Shoore Jaernsnyr, 67, retied
after running 12.5 miles to and
from his job every working day
during 26 years.- •
Jaerrunyr, a former Swedish
marathon star, reckons he
covered a distance equal to five
laps around the world.
SPOT UIVEI.—Betty Canoles and her dog look across the 30-
foot-deep fissure on the Pacific -aide of her backyard at San
Pedro. Calif. The 10-foot-wide fissure stretches 200 feet long
on the cliff overhanging the Pacific Ocean.
AT DA PIANO, U.S
MARINE COMMANDER
IN VIET SAYS THERE
PROIAIRLY.IS PLENTY
Of FIGHT LEFT IN
NORTH VIETS, CONG
NHAILAND
15.000 RED TRUCKS SINN •
ON 140 CHI MINH TEAM,. II
OKSMINNI---THRUST READY?
,\  CAMBODIA
U.S. TI10001 wiat
MASKS AGAINST TEAR
GAS et ROUTING FOE
IN CAVES ON BLACK
VIRGIN MOUNTAIN
4•••••••....
• &EN HOA
Vietnam
UNDUP
CA14
• THO *SO
PIANO
•  
OUAN
0,4G ftft4
0
SAIGON SAYS US. TROOP*
IN ViEI NUMBER woe.
Lbw ma 196/. WITH
40,000 MORE FO4g TAKEN
OUT WITHIN A MONTH
OUI
oorkooNo....
NNA TIANG
CAM RATGE•
SAIGON-SAYS 401
GORMATION pot
ivelfloos v. TO
100,000-1 MOOG
30,1100-40,1100
'MVO MAN IN
10011--IS12MATE
ENEMY IN SOUTH
NUMSIM 440.000,.
MGM /SWIM
THAN YEAR AGO
ii
FREE QUART
FAMOUS BRAND
MOTOR OIL
YOUR CHOICE
• Super Blend
• Havoline
Limit 1 Gallon
41M4
•••
BREATHER
CAP
Longer
Engine
Lite
Fits All
Ameri.W
Made Cars
Our Rea. 1.07
•
#,
138cSde
FAMOUS MAKER
AIR FILTERS
ft
ao.
4 A1'friLt-,11,i1PIS. •
88
Our. Reg.
$2.33
1 Improve your gas mileage easily install-
ed. Sizes to fit all American cars.
•
FDI OIL
fol
FILTERS
it
4.
Our Reg. 1.66
Fits Most Cars
FLOOR MATS
i 11
I 111111111111111111111110.
11111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111
$288---- $188
FRONT I REAR
Smart sty,ling in engraved rubber gives the
Eagle Auto Rug a regal appearance. Has
a reinforced heel rest, covers the floor
from door to door. Can be cleaned withoutremoval.
1\
Illuminated.
BATTERY CHARGER
$988
Recharges Either
6 Volt or 12 Visit
Batteries
Big K Reg. $12.88
EL DORADO
TACHOMETER
88
Reg. 19.88
The El Dorado Deluxe solid state
with a zero to 8000 rpm scale.
No radio or ignition inierferenceP. __ ......_ _. ,..
TIRE
PUMPS
Reg. 1.57
LUG
WRENCH
.. -.
\88c
_ Our Reg.
,.
1.23
GUM
1mi...,
Our
—
OUT
8
Reg. 1.17 -
Transmission
FLUID
1 Gallon
,
....,„
BRAKE
FLUID
.
Sirs
kkAR-KARE7
QIuTnuAnc
ONANsmnsioN 
8c
°Lull) 
—
1±-•_.__ ,
Our Reg.1.33
sig K regular 421 _
aye 8c
STEREO TAPE
• aft. ...ft...a Select from our complete
seleVson of Country, Pop,
Religious, and Classical
tapes.
Limit 1 please with 'Coupon.
49
*)Coupon Worth
Towards Purchase
of Of Any Stereo
1()Tape In Stock
Good thrts Jon 18, 1970
BANK AMERILARL)
8 25-14
SNOW TIRE SPECIALS
ser THE JUMP ON 111/Nrte Aar
1 /
11#41.1‘
ra9
11014
-/•
INSTALLATION
BEL AIR SHOPPING (INTER
OPEN 9a.m. to 9p.m. MONDAY thru SATURDAY
OPEN SUNDAY 1 to 6p.m. ACRES of FREE PARKING
BRAND NEW
FACTOR-Y FRESH
• Deep
• 
4 _rl y 1Nly'loTn rceorddDBeopdt7h
• Silent Traction
• Shm White- Walls ,
• No Trod,-In Nandid
WSW Tubeless
Plus 52 36 Ex
Tax Each
GIANT
SUPER
WINTERMASTER II
1.11
ITII
4l4(4.
I”,
4.41,1 40 ,411
7 75.14
r
$19811 $21 *4 52 20
135,14 42040 52744 52 36
6 51.14
.._
$24 44
-
$2 SI
.
The Prin
Source of
in Mum,
Calloway -C
United Press I
SEN,
Move Mac
Session B:
By CHARLES PENT
FRANKFORT, .KY.
The General Assetnh
Its bid for annual ses
a move has been made
its biennial session b:lag days.
The measure intrc
ursday by Rep W
Curtin, D.Frankfort,
dare all Saturdays In
February and March
presently Saturdays a
ed as working days
legislature's 60-day sa
though it rarely meet:
The efrKt...k..&_109s o;
lag days over the 18-a
Ion through March 20.
But Curlin's bill we
nate Saturdays as a wo
and the 18 Saturdays of
ion would be taxed
Seen&I-1(
Arouris
Murray
Not too chilly yesterci
all, a nice day and far
zero.
We do not understau
hurrah about Dayligh
Time. The more imp
IRIG, as we see it, is
everybody is on the a
Ot tiMe or not_ Thei
be no particular ads-*i
accrue as far as we
earned for Kentucky 1
eagular time and everyl
to be on DST. It woul
roore appealing to us L
body to be on the is
of time, regardless of
was.
With Kentucky being
long state and having
other states on our bc
is far more important
tucky to be in tune wi
states than some of tbo
have few bordering al
II we ware schedule(
banged or electrocute
is no doubt in our ml
which side of the "cap
ishment" base, we w
on.
Out to take a look at
Sherwin-WWiams pla
Southside Manor. Nic
with a number of ne
added. An enormous
rug on one side of ill
mg.
Federal Savings and
co-sponsonng a travel
venture aeries at the /
ditorium. Gamma Thei
Ion, honor society in ge
(Continued on Pegs I
One Injurt
In Acciden
The twenty-fourth s
report for the month
uery in the city of Muri
filed by the investigat
ricers of the Murray Pal
pertinent on Thursday
p.
Mrs. Linda Beach M(
Kirkaey Route One, lir
one of the cars, received
injury and was treated
emergency room of th
ray-Calloway County 11
Cars involved were
Buick LaSabre owned
burn Wyatt and driven h
di Young Wyatt of
ell Route One, a 1981 Cl
Impala owned by Hallo
ris and driven by Mrs.
Police said both car
going eatt on Sycamore
when Mrs. Morris had
for a car in front of h
- Wyatt car hit the Moi
- in the rear end. Amor
the. police report
to the Wyatt
- rtep r gfront erect and
e 
Miliwis ear on the rew
